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The Lantern 
This issue of The Lantern is dedicated to the memory of 
Joseph DeLaurentis, Class of 2004 
Not marble nor the gilded monument 
Of prince shall outlive this powerful rhylne, 
But you shall hine Inore bright in the e content 
Than unswept stone besmeared with slutti h time. 
When wa teful war shall statues overturn, 
And broil root out the work of Inasonry, 
Nor Mar his sword nor war's quick fire hall burn 
The living record of your memory. 
'Gain t death and all-oblivious enmity 
hall you pace forth; your prai e shall till find room 
Even in the eyes of all posterity 
That wear thi world out to the ending doom. 
So, till the judgment that yourself ari e, 
You live in this, and dwell in lovers' eyes. 
-William Shake peare, Sonnet 55 
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The Lantern taff would like to congratulate Jo eph La ka , 
Jeff Church, and Kir ten Mascioli for their award-winning work. 
I want to per onally thank our faculty advi or,Jon Volkmer, 
th entire taff and executive board, a well a all tho e a piring 
poet and arti t who submitted to The Lantern. 
This is my final seme ter with The Lantern, and I see it only 
improving after I leave. U rsinus College draw orne truly talented 
writer and arti t. peaking for the enior cla contributor, I am 
glad that we had the opportunity to contribute to such a diverse, 
profound literary magazine. 
Jeff Church 
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The be t poem needs to deliver that little electric hock in the 
back of the brain. "Eden" did it for me. It asked me to ((Please 
understand ... )) and God know we need more of that in thi world. "Eden" 
came at me quietly, chin down and hiding a bouquet of rose behind it 
back, and then once it wa sure of my attention, the ro e turned into a 
fi t. I like when that happen . 
Maybe I picked "Eden" becau e the time wa right, like maybe 
I was feeling a little angry when I read it, and maybe the poem spoke to 
that. r maybe it's just because I'm a man and I need to be reminded 
now and then exactly what that entails, and part of that is respon ibility 
and doing and saying what is right e pecially when it' the la t thing I 
want to do. 
David G. Munro 
Prose Note 
At barely 850 words, "Ten Year ' Gone" is brief, but stirring. 
In it we encounter hannon, a mu ician truggling to come to terms 
with her father's suicide. The overheard lyrics of hannon's childhood 
resonate in the pre ent as her own, bridging a decade that has seen her 
development as a guitarist, but done little to impart a sense of 
re olution. 
Having inherited an appreciation and talent for the blue, 
Shannon's playing is equal parts compulsion and catharsis. At the 
heart of this musical style is improvisation, a stream of inspiration from 
elsewhere. The author skillfully place hannon in the middle of this 
tream, trying to wring answers from the neck of a 1964 Gib on. 
The legacy extends to his father' guitar. This tangible link to 
the pa tide cribed in almost talismanic detail, but the instrument i 
showing ign of wear. A hannon feels the connection fading, the 
desperation to maintain the link is obvious, understandable, and 
movmg. 
Other pieces worthy of special mention are "Pas ing Time," a 
vivid portrait of a character fighting the i olation and frustration of 




PI a under tand, 
I caIn 0 y to return 
Ad m' rib 
for you e 
my clay ha be n mold d, hap ed, 
craped and twirled 
kiln- corched by your fire 
glazed by my own de ire 
and I have no need for weak man-bones. 
How long will we be haunted by Eve? 
I prefer Lilith anyway, moon wing fluttering free - no time for 
od or man. 
Learn to fly quickly, little ones. 
Eden i no place for you -
your clipped wing give them rights to oar, 
your red blood tains perfect black heart , 
until you gladly accept the rib 
your rapi t left you when he tole 
that part of you you never knew you had. 
orne in tead to MY Garden. 
ilver- tongue erpent will not damn you here -
rather they will set you free. 
Revel in your glory, living thing. 
Every tree will bear 
forbidden fruit 
and you and I shall taste them all ... 
. . . when we are no longer haunted by Eve, 
you and I will crawl out of the skin we pretend we wear 
and eat apple under a naked moon. 
6 Kirsten Mascioli 
Ten Years' Gone 
Jeffrey Church 
"The blu-u-u-u-ues is a low-down hakin' chill poken: Ye ,preach 
, " em now. 
-Robert John on, "Preachin Blue" 
Ten year gone and I'm finally 10 ing my faith. I till feel 
dad tickling my feet, keeping me awake at tho e late night piritual . 
He'd play with red callu ed finger that would turn black from 
playing too much. He would start in on orne old John on tune, 
arpeggio tyle. I felt God itching at my ear. 
"I went to the cro road 
fell down on my knees 
I went to the crossroad 
fell down on my knees 
A ked the Lord above 'Have mercy, now 
save poor Bob, if you plea e'" 
What do you do in a one-bedroom. apartlnent in Chicago 
when the light-bulb blinks on and off sporadically, when the rain 
sputter again t th pane, when the cat meows hungrily? Play. 
Eyes closed, playing 0 loud on hi 1964 Gibson, double round 
cutaway, bound body, arched maple top, f-holes, raised layered 
pickguard, maple back and sides, 22-fret rosewood fingerboard with 
pearl block inlays. Those red finger care sed this guitar while it 
sang. Dad and the Gibson rounded out the old blue "call and 
re pon e." My dad would sing a line: 
"Mmmmm, tandin' at the cros road 
I tried to £lag a ride," 
and the guitar would ing back. At nights, after he would ing me 
a lullaby, I would pretend to fall a leep and then neak out and play 
hi guitar. 
He never let me play. He would say in a towering voice, 
"Shannon, you're too young for the blues. You have to grow into 
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it. ut wh n you gr w into it, y u'll think you're five size too 
big. It will at you up from the in ide. here' an ever-pre ent ad 
fe ling, but od' there to lift you back up with the joy. You'll love 
it, but you gotta grow up fir t." 
Play. My finger tretch like compas hands, full of direction, 
y t the n~u ic moving God know where. Ten year it has been, 
today. Ten long years and hi pirit' leaving this guitar. The sound 
ha w ak n d, the 12th fret give a di cordant tin-like sound, like a 
po t to hi departed beloved. 
I rem mber the funeral. I wa 17, but till had twelve year 
of experience. I couln't look at the tiny grave tone quatting like 
u along the qui t earth. I do ed my eye and played and we sang 
and we ang around the poorly etched grave tone, huddled like a 
d perate, ther al cry wrenched from dry mouth and distant 
corner. 
tandin' at the cros road 
I tried to flag a ride 
Didn't nobody eem to know me 
everybody pa me by 
Mmm, the un goin' down, boy 
dark gon' catch me here 
A crowd wavered with chaotic, beautiful harmony, and a I 
played acro the tring, that iren resounding with the tired notes 
of the pa t, a pre ence eethed in my mind like the twilight wind 
and wa gone. 
I had to leave after that. Guitar in hand, I moved to Chicago 
after the funeral ten year ago, hoping that the mu ic scene would 
breathe orne life into me. I sang my dad' favorite in bar where 
cigarette lined the floor and hundred of people huddled in an 
area that hould fit ten: 
"0000 ooee eeee 
boy, dark gon' catch me here 
I haven't got no lovin' weet woman that 
love and feel my care 
You can run, you can run 
8 Jeffrey Church 
tell my friend-boy Willie Brown 
You can run, you can run 
tell my friend-boy Willie Brown 
Lord, that I'm tandin ' at the crossroad, babe 
I believe I'n1 sinkin' down" 
till, omething wasn't there. Fear con umed me during 
long 010 ,during rifE that I know I learned from my dad when I 
would li ten through the paper-thin wall at 3 a.m. It felt like a 
long emptiness, like a sad rolling plain, like the 3 a.m. hunger. It 
wa the opposite of the feeling I had at the funeral, the feeling of 
the sublime pre ence. It wa a if God and the devil were wirling 
in my belly, fighting between fear and joy. 
The fir t time I felt that gnawing fear was when dad and I 
walked by a cro road. I found a cro wedged in the ground. 
"What's this?" I asked. 
"Suicide. If you commit uicide, they bury you here, where 
you can't ever get rest." 
I remember weeping that night for the soul buried at the 
cros road . I thought about that consuming re tle nes that they 
mu t feel all the time and my heart went out to them. 
Play. Play while the guitar cries. Always play. When I'm 
not playing, I think about playing, clo ing my eye ,and singing the 
blue about de peration and bliss and terror and rain in the 
thunderclouds. About everyone around the grave tone, huddled 
in a communal joy. About the restle uicide, twanging his guitar 
and playing the blue himself. 
Ten years' gone and I still sleep next to the guitar. Ten 
year' gone and he's not coming back. Ten years' gone and my 
callu e are deeply red. Where's the spirit gone? Where' the life 
gone? Re tle pirit, I'll wait for you at the crossroads. 
Jiffrey Church 9 
Subway 
Raqu I B. Pidal 
10 Raquel B. Pidal 
Out the Window 
al1iel alla,Rher 
It i n't v n a v ry mJi rtabl h ir. It' n f th 
traight,ladd rba k w n d al. h fini hi r k d nd p lin 
at i p r£ tly fl t nd un u hi n d. It d n t r k 
it d n't r lin. It n't m v fr 111 the h lin 1 U111 
und rn ath th leg i p rm n ntly ind nt d. 
of the kit h n was re-d n ,th h ir t y d. An 
daught r argu with hin1. c n tantly t n r fu t 
It 111 a if a long a th hair tay h an tay t 
Th hair wa mad in 1 54 by a null I nn 1 am 
woodworking c mp ny that w nt ut fbu in in 1 57. It 
bought in 1 6 part f kit h n t - £ ur hair and ta 1 -
fron1. a ndhand t r . Wh n ri had Jam. in 17th 
family b cam to big £ r a £ ur-p r n kit h n t. h t ble 
w nt down in th ba 111. nt, eventually t a l11p ny a h f th 
childr n in hi r h r fir t p rtIll nt, and wa r pI d by 
t chnically up rior but ulfully la king lar r 1 b fwd. 
ofth chair w nt down the ba 111 nt with th t bl but tan and 
Dori k pt their at th h ad of th tabl. br k n 
(along with Jame ' arn1) in 197 when the fiv -y ar- Id t ppI d 
ov r whil tanding on th hair trying t g t a ba f hip Ah Y 
from th top of the r frigerat r. Th oth r tw uffi r d th 
abnormal w ar and t ar f thr II g partIn nt nd w r 
eventually thrown out. tan' did n t n1. v . 
H 'b n itting in hi hair £ r aIn10st a w ek, g tting up 
only to u e th bathroon1 onc in a gr at whil . He 1 p in th 
chair. H li t n to th phon ring Ii t n to th an wcrin nla lune 
pick up, and Ii tnt th prin ipal at th high h 1 wh r h 
teach a k wh r hi. tan ha n t quit hi job, h ha t pp 
doing it. He had topp d t a hing month ag . He tood in fr nt 
of hi cla and talk d, but he knew that h wa n't t a hing 
anymor . Thi w k, h topp d going. And n w h' itting, 
motionl , facing the wind w that pull arly 111 rmng grayn 
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into hi kitchen. 
ut id th window, a fine drizzle i falling. It i one of 
tho April morning that look 0 ugly he almo t want to call it 
beautiful. April, tan think to him elf, i the cruelest month. H e 
n v r quit und r tood that line, but he rea on that no physic 
teach r hould und r tand that line. H e wonder if engli h teacher 
ven und r tand that line. The window it elf i mi ted, making it 
difficult for tan to focu on anything in particular out ide. Thi 
d n't matter however, becau e tan i not trying to focu on 
anything anyway. H e i eeing thing in ide hi head, not outside, 
and while he doe 0 he eem nearly comato e. If he seems 
uncon ciou of hi urrounding, he i that much more in tune 
with hi mind. 
tan i viewing the event of the pa t four month on the 
movie creen of hi inner kull. On New Year' Eve he i drunk. 
tan doe not normally drink, having the effect that when he doe 
hi tolerance i negligible. Thi inability to drink i trange for a 
Inan a large a tan, and had been a ubject of ridicule in the past. 
Mter two cotch and oda (the econd mixed weak enough for a 
child), tan i gloriou ly drunk, itting in a recliner in the living 
rOOln while a mall gathering of hi and Dori ' friends discu 
politic and port and which Hollywood film star they would 
mo t like to have sex with. He knows he is drunk and he a ume 
that they know he i drunk. Thi make little difference, however 
becau e they would not include him in the conver ation either 
way. They do not exclude him, not consciou ly, but tan is not 
Inuch of a conversationali t. He conclude ,a he watches this 
playback, that none of them are actually his friend. He always 
refer to them a "his and Dori ' friend", but they are actually 
Doris' friend and hi acquaintances. A small di tinction, perhap , 
but one that irk him. Why houldn't he have friend ? 
He move from New Year's to February twenty- econd, 
the day that Dori left. She gave the briefest explanation po ible. 
Mter thirty-one year of marriage, he decided to go back to the 
convent where he fir t met her. Her children were grown and it 
12 Daniel Gallagher 
wa time for her to go back to God. He plead with her, telling 
her that the children may not need a mother anymore, but that he 
till needs a wife. he reminds rum that he too had begun a religiou 
calling when they fir t met, and that perhaps he hould return to 
the prie thood, make the hurch hi wife. He cannot do thi . H 
traded hi collar for a wedding band and there are no exchange . 
How could he do this? he feel that orne people have more 
than one calling in life. he had answered one calling, and now it 
i time for her to an wer another. How could he compete with 
God? He watches her leave, get into a taxi with one uitca e and 
drive into God' arm. He is angry but will not how it. He 
an wer the annulment urveys when they come, prying into hi 
private life. It could be year until the thing i recognized as an 
annulled marriage. Thi bothers him as well, becau e now he i 
living with nuns even though she can't be one yet. he ha left 
him for a purgatory, a state between two ways of being. He doe 
not think he would mind as much if she were actually an authentic 
nun now. The fact that he ha been rejected for orne ort of non-
exi tence is not bearable. 
he ha asked for no part of their hared po e ion - he 
doe not need anything. The marriage i already annulled in her 
head. 0 i he. He ha been unmade in her reality. Matter can 
neither be made nor de troyed, but he found a way. Apparently 
when she left him, he left the laws of phy ics too. But, tan reason, 
if one i planning on breaking the universe' ba ic physical law , 
God would be the logical partner. Now he is burdened with an 
empty hou e full of useless thing . 
He comes back to the window. His lawn need to be cut, 
but he will not do it. He wonder how long the grass could 
conceivably grow. Wa there a limit? Could it grow a tall as the 
hou e and help the world forget about him? He pictures his 
neighborhood, everyone' lawn cut to three-quarter of an inch 
and then one lot of two- tory-tall blades. But hi neighbors would 
complain to the town hip and they would end out municipal 
worker to cut hi lawn. They would have to, becau e he will not 
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an w r the phone or th d or. They may eventually a ume that 
th hou 1 bandoned and put it up for auction. That would be 
int r ting, tan mu hey could ell hi hou e with him till in 
it. f cour , thi would never happen, but he enjoy exploring 
th nc pt. M aybe it could happen, ince he ha been unmade. 
If h do n't exi t in ori' mind, why hould he exi t in anyone 
? Per hap th hou e could be old with him in it, and a mali, 
middle cla family lik hi own would move in, and he would 
r main a an ob erver, nonexi tent to tho e around him. Then one 
day that man' wife would leave him, and that man would cea e to 
exi t a well. He would enter the arne plane that tan inhabited 
now, and the two could conver e on the benefits and drawbacks of 
non-exi tence. 
A quirrel i racing along the tree branch outside the 
window. tan i fa cinated by quirrel, though he know nothing 
about them. Perhap I hould re earch them, he think, but he 
know he will not. It i orne thing in their expre sion ,something 
in th ir almo t human way of doing thing . H e enj oy watching a 
squirrel tand on it hind leg and hold an acorn in its almo t 
human hand . Thi quirrel, however, i doing no uch thing. In 
fact, he i already gone. He raced to the end of the branch and 
I apt to another. tan can no longer ee him, but he ponder the 
motion of the quirrel. He trie to judge the animal' peed and 
the force nece sary to propel it elf into the air as it doe . He find 
the equation ha too many variables, however, and abandons the 
task. 
The branch off of which the quirreljumped is till haking. 
It i an oak tree, one of five in Stan' back yard. The trees are older 
than the hou e, and probably older than Stan. He cannot think of 
a method for judging the age of tree without cutting theIn down, 
though, 0 he i content with this particular uncertainty. The e 
tree are the remnants of a forest that stood before the development 
wa con tructed. Stan tries to imagine what thi land looked like 
before the tree , but he can only think that there must have been 
other trees. Before that, he a sume , it was wa teland. Perhap 
14 Daniel Gallagher 
dino aur roamed thi land. He cannot recall ever hearing of 
dino aur fo il being dug up here, though. Regardle of their 
origin, tan like the oak tree . They give hade to the back yard 
and home to animal like birds and quirrels. H e hould trim th 
lower branche , but it pain him to de troy any part of the tree . 
H e i becoming like them, he think - motionle and rooted to 
his own plot of ground. 
The phone ring again and it i tan' oldest daughter. he 
i leaving a frantic me sage on the machine, aying that he i going 
to come down to hi hou e because he ha not returned her call 
and he i worried. he ha called three time this week and tan 
ha not called back. tan would prefer that he did not come to 
vi it, 0 he pick up the phone while till sitting in hi chair. 
" u an?" His voice i gentle and oft for a large man. 
"Daddy? hri t Dad, where have you been? I'm about 
ready to drive halfway acro s the goddamn tate becau e of you." 
He can di cern the anger in her voice, and the relief following it. 
"I'm fine u an. I've been busy, at chool and all. I'm 
sorry I haven't called you back." 
"Well Jesus Dad." he pauses. There i the ound of a 
lighter and the inhalation of sn10ke. "You're ure you're fine? 
Hone t? Ju t tell me Dad. I can come down there and -" 
"I said I'm fine u an. It' getting close to the end of the 
quarter and I'm bu y, that' all." He wonder if hi voice ound 
different since he has stopped existing. 
"Well ... Did you go ee that doctor that the chool set you 
up with?" She tries to be conver ational now, and takes the frantic 
quality out of her voice. 
"Ye ," he lies. "Everything's fine. I don't have to ee him 
again." He reaches for hi own pack of cigarette on the table, Pall 
Mall unfiltered. He lights one, but the ashtray is too full. He a he 
on the floor. 
"Maybe you hould ee him once in a while anyway. You've 
been through a lot, Dad. There' no hame in it. I know ton of 
people who ee-" 
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'Hav you talked to your mother?" he a ks out of idle 
un ity. H really do n't car . If he tell him elf that he really 
doe n't car ,th n he really won't care. 
"No I hav n't," h ay. "Look Dad, I gotta go. I totally 
forgot that in.ny' uppo ed to be at the pre chool by eleven. 
Y; u'r ure that you're okay, now?" 
"Y; u an. Thank you for being uch a good concerned 
d ughter.' 
" hat' my job. Tell you what we'll all come to vi it on 
aturday. How' that? I gotta go. Love ya Dad." 
"Goodbye u an." He hang up the phone and turns back 
to hi cigar tte. It ha burned down nearly all the way. He take it 
betw en thumb and index finger, drags one more time, and puts it 
ut under hi slipper. Mter the cigarette i out, he take off the 
lipper and exalnine it more closely. This lipper, and its 
counterpart, wa given to him for Chri tma four year ago. They 
were made by the Thorn McAnn shoe company in Chicago, Illinois 
and hipped to the mall near hi hou e where they were purchased 
by hi children. There were only three pair of this particular 
make at the tore, and thi pair wa the do e t to tan's ize. They 
were a little tight at fir t, but now they have stretched to hi feet. 
They are leather on the out ide, and lined with artificial rabbit fur 
on the in ide. The ole are oft rubber, and have been completely 
worn through in places. The slipper co t a good amount of money, 
he i ure but hi children all have jobs now and feel that they can 
afford to poil their father occasionally. He frown on uch pending 
officially, but i delighted that hi children would do so. He ha 
been a good father. 
The drizzle outside ha stopped. unlight begin to infiltrate 
the kitchen and warm tan' skin. He feels like a cat, unbathing 
in this fa hion. Doris and he had had a cat once, but it ran away 
after three month. Its name was Palomar, after the book by Italo 
Calvino. Calvino wa one of Doris' favorite author , and she was 
very well read. Stan wa not one for literature, but Doris had 
made him read Calvino, and he enjoyed it in his way. She took her 
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book with her when he left, and now the book helf i all phy ics 
textbook and tephen Hawking. It i Ie than a quarter filled. 
tan know that there i omething wrong with hi'm, but 
he doe n't know what. He i sitting on an uncomfortable wooden 
chair wearing briet and a bathrobe that i eight year old. The 
bathrobe wa a color called" executive burgundy", but now it looks 
like plain r d. It ha a hole in the right elbow and the eat i worn 
to near transparency. When the robe was made by ear Roebuck, 
it was thick and oft and the color wa vibrant. He did not wear it 
for month after ori gave it to him, becau e he had never been 
one for bathrobe . When she claimed that he didn't wear it because 
he didn't like it, he tarted putting it on nearly every day. He ha 
been wearing the arne outfit, and sitting in the arne chair, for 
over four day now. He feels weak becau e he ha not eaten. He 
has smoked more than half a carton of cigarette . He drink a glass 
of water every time he goe to the bathroom. omething is wrong. 
tan refuses to believe that hi current situation has anything 
to do with hi former wife. He think that he would be itting like 
thi and feeling like this even if he hadn't left. Of course, if she 
were till here he lnight have a reason to change hi behavior. A 
it tand, he might go on like this forever. tan doe not like the 
word forever, because it is a lie. Nothing i actually forever, e pecially 
the thing that claim to be, like marriage. When orne thing claims 
to be forever, it is lying from the tart. He used to believe that God 
i forever, but he doesn't think 0 anymore. In fact, he thinks God 
ha been gone for a long long time. This belief made him even 
angrier when Dori left, becau e a nonexi tent God had tolen his 
wife. When Dori left, he made God exist again at the co t of 
Stan's exi tence, and now Stan wa faced with a God that he had 
topped believing in who was stealing hi wife and annulling hini. 
tan put his elbows on hi thigh and his face in his hand. 
This que tion of existence bother Stan. He u ed to believe 
that he exi ted under hi own power, but now he ha been forced 
to abandon thi belief. It also bother him because he has never 
been one for philo ophy. There are too many uncertaintie III 
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philo ophy. H wi h that he could d fine hi exi tence with 
phy i al law. He can compr hend movement in pacetime and 
th en rgy inherent in ubatomic particle ,but he cannot conclude 
why h exi t, r why hi xi tence i uch that it i . He urmi e 
that tudying the xpan ion or collap e of the univer e i much 
a ier than tudying a human being. 
A thin wi py fog float over tan' yard a the un burn off 
th morning' drizzle. There wa a time that tan could explain 
very thing around imply with the word God. The tree ,the gra s, 
th un, him If - it wa all becau e of God. God created it and 
d wa re id nt in it till. When he left God, he needed a new 
m thod of definition. Hi teaching took the place of God until 
ori brought God back. Now tan can have pure faith in neither 
God nor phy ic , because each one ha been oiled by the other. 
H e n d a new methodology and while he know that itting in 
hi kitchen chair in hi underwear i not a good method, he can do 
nothing el e. 
tan i having orne thing called an ontological cri i. He 
can t think of a uccinct definition for that word, but he i almo t 
po itive that thi ontological cri i ha placed him in hi current 
po ition. H e light another cigarette and look for an wer in the 
curling tream of blue-grey moke. H e coughs, bringing a rna s 
of phlegm to hi mouth, which he pit out onto the floor. He 
drop the unfini hed cigarette onto the di charge and pull a letter 
out of the ide pocket of hi robe. 
The letter i old, the envelope yellowed and torn at the 
corner. It i addre ed to Stan at t. Thoma eminary and the 
return addres is the acred Heart convent. He pull out the one 
handwritten page and pre e it flat on the table. 
"Dear tanley," it reads. "How are you? I hope you don't 
mind me writing you at St.Thoma '. I that apo trophe appropriate? 
I can't believe that it has only been a week ince we ve een each 
other. It eeln like it' been positively decade. I had uch a good 
time with you thi weekend. I don't think I've ever had 0 much 
fun. I truly hope that you will be doing more work on our organ 
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here. You made it ound better than it has in y ar . You re quite 
the handyman. Thing are rather running me down here, as I may 
have intimated to you. I don't under tand how the older nun can 
be 0 perky and awake at morning prayer . I can barely keep my 
eye open. I know, I know that's a terrible thing to ay. I wi h I 
had your zeal for the faith. You amaze me. orne of the other girl 
are saying that I mu t have a cru h on you to talk about you all the 
time. I n't that illy? They don't under tand how amazing a 
conver ation with you can be. Oh, I aw that man again today. I 
think you're right about him being mentally ill. It's such a han'le. 
I hould be able to meet you thi weekend. You said you might be 
intere ted in eeing me again. If you can n'leet n'le, write n'le back. 
Well, write me back either way. Good luck. Doris." 
They never had any romantic kind of relationship until 
they had each left their re pective vocation. tan find it odd that 
now he mi e what it wa like before they were married. He 
mi e letters like thi one (of which he has dozens). What bother 
him, though, is whether he mis es the Dori of the pa t or the tan 
of the past. He ha given up on both. 
Stan folds the letter again, but doe not put it in the envelope. 
Mter he fold it in thirds, he fold it in half, then in half again. He 
cru he the letter inside his fist. His fi t i large and strong and 
goe through the window with little effort. He makes no attempt 
to top the bleeding, but simply re t his hand back on the table. 
The letter remains in his closed fist, shielded from the hards of 
gla tuck into his flesh. 
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The Barn 
A lyson Jones 




You haven't read anything by the be t mind of my generation. 
They are content with 
anonimity, living in action, 
They haven't n more than they know, 
th y haven't een the pinach alternative herbal eating Popeye , 
the elected official oft at work nurturing th ri en Je u , 
pawned fronl cotton and 
rai ed in Economic , 
or become a rna ter through per onal training ... we'll do it for 
you .. .lost my head, 
thi deal-it wa 0 exciting, 
Burger' Free, Wing Free, hrimp Free, Fries Free, 
o why are there burgers, wings, hrimp and frie being erved, 
cover charge is another word for drink your fill you've paid in 
full-Do you have 
depre ion, tension, irritability, adness, you may have PM ,Post 
Morality yndrome, 
it's your lucky day in club ri que, "We can make your life ea ier" 
they say, a atrophied, 
lost of need, our knees buckle under the weight of air, 
bitter Inedicine .. .it' alright, the end are far weeter drank w / 
pungent dislike, 
fifty percent off of this frame, trade in your old one and we'll 
guarantee two, you'll 
see ... or won't you, 
thought I aw a vi ion w / dove and 10 t oul, but it was a 
digitron hackled in 
Times Square(d), casino germ riding on a wave of 
appreciation, 
there' no tanding ovation among t the parapolegic -how 
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much in urance do you n d 
to move, to convul e and go?, "The ocean a little choppy 
today. L t take the jet to 
B il " raz . , 
three tim 
nln year 
th check bounced, 0 I 10 t the house, after twenty 
and eight 
lTIonth 
th air' a hiway to god' bedroom, breaking a cardinal rule has 
n ver been 0 right, 
doe heaven have to pick the cotton that clouds are made of, 
mine the j ewel that 
mo aic the wall- ilk city-smiles by design-what is ajewel 
but a tone after being 
worked on by a man, 
come in ide before the angel of death di guised as a Grand Old 
Party take you away, 
a machiavellian trick to ustain-CIA: Caught In Action, 
prie t w / hypodermic full of heroin keeping the pews full 
sacrament-
traight up the Kundilini, where masturbation is taught to 
counteract media maturation, 
ingle i a cene in tead of a way, 
they drink wine more than they used to, straight out of the 
bottle- ay they can taste the 
fingerprints-wear sheep to contact inspiration instead of 
forgetting winter, 
the best of the weird race again t trauma survivors, 
generation Go-Go-dance along w / retro, discount Rio 
how-Fido's special, 
I your dog finished with it becau e I'm hungry too?-the bird 
wanted to depend on legs, 
o it ate its wing , 
Shanghai in America, Bistro in Thailand, Zorba in Tokyo ... what 
is native cooking today, 
did Mama's iron skillet dream of microwaves when it got too 
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hot and he grew red with 
hyne ?, 
men attacking a napping turtle with a now hovel. . .it took half 
and hour to eparate 
the head fron1 home ... oup never ta ted 0 bad, 
baking cake haped like a man-a voodoo trick to tran form 
the energy of man, 
we're all byproduct of a studio projection war, meal on the 
edge of quare- artoon 
don't under tand "out"- howgirl Zygote ... "photo 
opportunity?" , 
Hey mother, "If our television ha an a ian cathode, does it 
count as imported?", 
you live at 2 Independence Place becau e its nice to ay once in 
a while-cemetarie 
tar ted at the center of town, are now only bru hed when 
leaving the city, 
who will continue to cover their eye and hold their breath 
whenever they pas a 
graveyard nest, 
cajun jazz, american cui ine, trade union, nerve endings, 
I there time for orne thing worth talking about when you take 
a breath?, 
i n't it ironic if you combine the word black and white you get 
" h k" "blit" w ac or e, 
two ound that mean orne thing get hurt, 
the e ideas are nothing new/ we're human anagrams/ playing 
through and through, 
the veda neither worked nor warped, a walking paradox, where 
pearls are honored 
over oy ters, and Utopia brokedown into "ou" and "topo " 
literally meaning 
" 1 "" h " not a pace, now ere, 
the moon shaped like a tu k to bore its way through the night, 
a we look and realize 
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ancing wi ritual to form an 
od an walking on land-u es 
ir 1 , 
fair 1 n, ph r n10n ... repltltl n i u ed for intensity, upid 
dr pp th 1 in 1 th nd 
w nt for pat nt Ieath r...a "fr dom uit" he called it, upid 
r pp d th I in loth and 
w nt fc r pat nt 1 ath r, "fr dom uit" he called it, 
thr h I g tting mall r, we mu t change hape to get 
thr ugh ... b rn fbI d-clot and 
p fln dr p ,w w d on a m untain moated by cream, 
n1 ng th ri ing hill of dead, 
w tan man C]11 every night, hi fury an wered at the toll 
b th- utur Atlanti - we 
h ul I rn to wim cau gill will be brother and captor of 
11, 
a c n 1 n au 10 of oxyg n, th higher we get the Ie we 
an d p nd on bodi , 
carbon ca tap 11 on th cl ud until he cough and we catch 
th g rm harb ring 
within, willing th pow r of d ath' ong 
th g ni can't cap form her bottle, it' on too tight ... avoid 
p pI who own hou 
with lock on th out id of bedroom door , 
r : h fool act out of pa ion while the re t are actors and 
actr -wh n ar w 
g ing to top clapping-I look around and ee colorful parrots 
dre ed up in bu in 
uit , 
h rmaphrodite kn w the difference between a man and a 
woman, th ir wi dom will 
ov rcom wh n H rm mediat and Aphrodite breath of 
1 ve- a lotu ag i coming, 
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Black Madonna-take root among the bu hman, how m.e the 
love water, that the divine 
couldn't, and I will stay forever, 
terrible thing: a library, having to hare knowledge w / people 
who don't u the edge. 
II 
Ther 's a world living in my gum . 
My pit their adventure, 
the crumb their pIa ter, 
the filling their heaven and hell ... depending witch. 
I think of them when I drink water, about their downpour , 
their ewage y tem, 
the ga of my burp becomes their nuclear equation . 
I fear one day they'll expand and take over my stomach, 
a Briti h Columbu will come, 
repelling down the ends of the earth, 
into my inte tine and they'll find a storehouse of imagery, of 
reflection, of living acid 
for u e in their hometown, of which to gra p, tronghold, 
thre hold, fighting what they couldn't control. 
But if that day come I might ju t use scope and bleach to 
whiten them, teach a lesson which 65 million years hasn't taught 
u : NICETRY 
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Tar's Melting 
Mike Keeper 
anlu 1 1 ary at in bed, hi back again t the headboard, 
r a ing a book and Ii tening to her breathe. He read the words for 
the rhythm th y mad when he matched them to the low lull of 
h r inhalation. He'd b en on the arne page for a while. 
he moved her face from under the cover . "Hi am," he 
aid, miling. 
H wanted to ki her but thought he'd better wait till he 
wa awake, 0 h do d the book and turned out the light in tead. 
Th glow-in-the-dark tar he'd in i ted they tick on the ceiling 
hin d bright with tor d energy. He waited for sleep or the tar 
to fad ,whichever came fir t. 
1 ep did, but it didn't la t. He woke with an idea. Others 
follow d and he thought he hould write them down, but he'd 
hav to get out ofbed and the room wa cold and he wasn't wearing 
ock . H counted the idea out on his hands and made the number 
th thing to remember. He'd done thi before and it didn't work. 
I'nl gonoa 10 e it, he thought. But again, the room was cold and 
the no ock thing ... 
Al xa tirred be ide him.' 'okay am," he said. 
He li tened for more but her breathing flattened back 
toward leep. Anyway, it wa decided. He rolled onto the floor, 
pulled hi tory binder out from under the bed, and took it into 
the living room. He wrote till morning, and when he re-read his 
word, he knew they were good. It wa the la t tory he'd write for 
awhile. Alexa left with her on a week later. 
Three month later Sam needed rent 0 he opened a 
new paper to the das ified and lid his index finger through the 
many tiny boxe offering employment. The large t panel on the 
page was al 0 the only one with a graphic:A 1950' adding machine 
made to look like a human face. The ad needed people, no 
experience neces ary, to be inventory peciali ts. FUN was promi ed, 
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a wa FLEXIBILITY and INCENTIVES. 
Training was held in the loft of an apartment converted 
for business. Sam sat in seat fifteen between the heavyset middle-
aged black woman in seat fourteen and the heavyset middle-aged 
white woman in seat sixteen. Everyone looked heavyset in their 
thick winter coats, and though it got hot as the loft filled with 
bodie ,no one made them elves comfortable. 
The walls were papered with pictures of grocery store 
shelves and clothes racks. Sam was staring at these, thinking of 
nothing, when a voice near hi ear whispered, "What'll it be?" He 
turned and met the massive man with the red velvet eye-patch in 
the seat behind him. "I'mAl," the man said, offering his hand. "Ya 
looked ready to buy." 
"Oh, huh," Sam said. "Yeah no. Daydreaming I guess." 
"Smell that?" Al said. 
Sam smelled omething. What it was, he didn't know. 
Al sucked air up his no e. It whistled a it went. "Toe paste," 
he aid. 
"What?" 
"The smell," he said, shaking his head at the question. 
Sam leaned back in his seat and faked interest in something 
at the front of the room. He didn't have to fake for long. A young, 
pale-faced woman with a small pink birthmark to the left of her 
left eye stood at her desk shuffling papers into piles. He hadn't 
seen her before. An image lit up his head. It left before he could 
label it. 
"Quite a picture, ain't she?" 
Sam turned round. "What?" he said. 
"The girl," Al said, nodding at her. 
", 7: "s 'd Ies, am sal . 
The young woman held a thin stack of booklets to her 
chest. "Hi," she said. "Attention everyone. Hi, my name is Melissa. 
I'm the training supervisor." She distributed the booklets. "These 
are elementary level math te ts.You need a score of fifty or higher 
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t pa ."When veryone had one she told them to begin. 
am flipped the cover under. Question one was, How many 
circles do you see? "Ha," Al aid, behind him. 
The te t went quick. When he'd finished, Sam watched 
M li a. He moved hi eye between her and her picture in the 
fralne on the corner of her desk. A boy, six or even year old, was 
with her in the photo.They looked alike, except for the birthmark. 
He wondered if he liked the birthmark. 
"Time' up," M elis a aid. he collected the tests and fed 
them through a machine. 
Allaughed. "Tough one, eh Topnotch?" 
"You've got to challenge your elf," Alexa was saying. 
am wa in the living room playing video games with her 
on. ' I know, Alexa," he said. "No, go there." H e pointed at the 
creen. "Go back. Go back." 
okay?" 
he put the spaghetti in a strainer. "Scotty, wash your hands 
"Okay ma" he said. 
he stood in the kitchen archway. "You have talent Sam." 
"It' seventy-five bucks Alexa." 
"Do it for me," she said. 
So he did. He enrolled in a creative writing class at the 
community college near their apartment. One night a week. 
eventy-five dollars. 
He almo t didn't go. He sat on her couch in the dark, 
listening to his to mach turn.What made him get up was knowing 
she'd be home soon and, seeing him there, they'd fight. 
The halls of the college were empty and bright. He found 
room fifteen. "Welcome. Sit down. Sit down," said the man Sam 
took to be the profes or, though it was difficult to tell. Everyone 
was wearing a sweater. 
"I'm professor Stevens. You can call me Dr. Stevens," he 
said. He asked that everyone introduce themselves and share 
something personal with the class. "A little icebreaker," he called 
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it. 
am. pretended to Ii ten to the other while hi mind 
crambled for omething to ay. Finally, when it wa hi turn, he 
aid, "My name i am and I wear a retainer." The cla laughed, all 
but a bandana-wearing kid in the corner. 
The profe or put a paper towel roll on his desk. "This i a 
game I call &M." omeone giggled. "I want each of you to de cribe 
it with a imile or metaphor. The challenge i to make the 
compari on a exotic a po ible." 
They went around the room. 
"He rolled the cylindrical ponge through a puddle ... " 
" It was as if a roll of toilet paper had been stretched ... like 
taffy!" 
"The miniature pillar stood on the kitchen counter, a 
monument to ab orption." Thi one wa the bandana-wearing 
kid' and it got a laugh. "Good. Good," aid the professor. 
Then it was am' turn. "It look ," he aid, leaning forward 
in his chair, "like the pongy bone lice of a decalcified giant." 
"Wow," aid the profe or. "Very visual.Very visceral." 
"Everyone pas ed," Meli a aid. 
am wa relieved . He'd feared feeling tangential 
embarrassment. 
"Where's the confetti?" Al asked. 
Meli sa wheeled a tv Ivcr unit to the front of the room. 
"Tar," Al whispered. 
"What?" Sam said, not turning. AI tapped hi shoulder. He 
swiveled in hi chair." What?" 
"Tar' melting in the connector ," Al aid, pointing at the 
light panel above their head . "That's why the £luore cent are 
buzzing." 
Sam listened. The buzzing was loud. He wondered why he 
hadn't heard it before. Now that he did, he couldn't ignore it. 
"Thank a lot," he said. 
AI winked and shot him with a finger gun. "Wake up 
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hamp." 
"Alright," Meli a aid.' We're going to watch a training 
video. Remember your que tion and I'll an wer them when it's 
ov r." he dimmed the light and pre ed play. 
Mu ic welled over a title card which read: R I Inventory. 
ount on u ... for quality! When the mu ic went, the pre ident of 
the cOlnpany appeared. He aid hi name was Rex Halfpenny 
("Yeah right, ' Al whi pered) and he welcomed the trainee to an 
exciting care r in "inventory enumeration." 
" rocery tore, boutique and toy hop . Just some of the 
plac this job will take you," he aid.' And on-the-job hours go 
fa t becau e of the level of concentration required.The tape howed 
an elnployee fervently counting a rack of baby clothe. 
, I worked in an arcade, Al whi pered. 'Watched thi guy 
playa game, ten hour traight. He looked like her when he left. 
Halfpenny congratulated the group, wi hed them well, and 
turned the podium over to an angular executive who spoke of 
efficient counting technique dre code and proper at work 
behavior. The e important point were empha ized with short 
narrated dramatization : 
, uzie, a veteran ReI employee i counting a bin of 
tuffed animal when Amy, a new recruit walks over to talk.Though 
the interruption cau e uzie to 10 e count, thereby jeopardizing 
her productivity bonu he doe not get angry. In tead, she calmly 
and conci ely explain to Amy that he hould not ha e left her 
a igned area. 
, We will be able to conver e during a de ignated break 
period,' uzie remind her. 
"Amy thank Suzie for making her aware of her error and 
return to work." 
, Where do they build the e people?" Al aid. 
The la t tory Sam wrote wa about a guy who invented a 
machine that brought wonder back to the world. The 
work hopped it in hi la t writing cla the arne week Alexa left. 
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Th machine made trange thing happen. Blood drop on 
p cim n lide became ladybugs. Flower bloomed where people 
walked. 11 levi ion turned organic and asked to ee unlight. 
razine ,really. 
The cla loved it, all but bandana kid. 
"H e' art y a fuck, Alexa," am aid when he got home. 
"Art y a hole got no ta te." 
ya am. 
open." 
' 'I'm 1 aving, am," he aid. 
Al caught am. at the door a he wa leaving. "Nice meeting 
" 
"Yeah," Sam said. "Guess we'll be working together." 
"Oh, no. I ain't workin' here ... Anyway, keep your eye 
" " 'd "Ok " ure, am al. ay. 
Fore t were burning. am changed the channel. He unk 
him elf deeper into the couch cushion. His story binder lay open 
and empty be ide him. Outside, snow was falling. 
He felt for the frame on the wall behind his head. In it was 
a picture of a lizard. The picture wa a postcard Alexa had bought. 
he'd liked it enough to give it a frame. It wa the only wall 
decoration left. he'd taken all the others. All am had now were 
nail hole and the lizard po tcard. 
He'd asked her when she said she was going, "Can Scotty 
vi it?" 
"We'll be too far away, Sam," he'd aid. 
"You can end him on a plane. He can tay for like, a 
weekend." 
"Sure am. And maybe he can sit in the airport for three 
day when you forget to pick him up." 
am aw him elf in the kitchen, crying over photograph . 
"You can't leave me completely," he'd aid. 
She'd hugged him. "Find om.e direction Sam, plea e." 
"Direction. Fuck you direction," he aid in the empty 
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apartm nt. 
It wa late. The TV wa on without ound, flicking light 
and making hadow in the room. am lay curled on the couch, 
dr aming of parking lot , when a flattening en ation in hi head 
and che t forced him awake. He ran to the bathroom and dry 
h av d into the toilet. He felt that he wa ick and had been sick 
for awhile. 
"How ya doin' bud?" Meli sa asked. he at on the edge of 
her on' b d and f( It hi forehead. He rolled onto hi tomach, 
again t her back, and opened and dosed hi mouth on hi pillow. 
he laughed. "Better I guess." 
Her on was off and on ick. On the on day when she had 
work, he tayed in the nur e' office at chool. She knew the nurse 
and the nur e knew her. Thi wa how it wa . 
"Eww time," he aid." it up." he poured yellow medicine 
from a mall plastic cup into hi mouth, then gave him a glass of 
water. 'Bett r?" 
"Oh, loads," he aid. 
" arca m already, huh?" 
He shrugged hi houlder . "Dunno. I gue " 
he rubbed hi ear. "Don't over do it, okay?" 
"Ok " ay. 
"Gue what?" 
"What?" 
"1' m off work tOlTIOrrow." 
"Can we get some movies?' 
"Mter we ee Dr. Champ." 
"How many R's?" 
"None. Maybe one PG-13. ' 
"Ok " ay. 
Meli a stood and took the medicine bottle from the 
night tand. She kis ed her son's cheek and went to the door. 
"G'night bud." 
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"Mom?" 
" ,I: h?" .lea . 
"I think we hould take the heet down." 
M Ii a looked at the heet pinned to the wall above her 
on' bed. It covered a butterfly she'd painted there a few year ago. 
" , I: all ?" .lOU re y want me to. 
" , I: hId ' " .lea . t oe n t care me anymore. 
he smiled." kay bud," he aid. "We'll take it down." 
now was falling, but he couldn't feel it. He reached for it, 
and when hi hand entered his sphere of vision the trance napped 
and am aw that he wa in a living room, lying on a couch , and 
that the now wa electronic, and in a television. H e laughed -
quick little exhalation . It doe n 't look like snow at all, he thought. 
And then hi eye teared. 
" hmfi ' " u ngs wrong. 
There wa a pillow tag in his mouth. He coughed it out. 
The tag wa wet. It read, in word that were bold like they were 
being creamed: Manufactured by PillowTek. All new material 
con isting of polyester fiber. 
an1 pushed the pillow onto the floor where it collapsed 
again t the coffee table in a chubby L. He at up. Wind wirled ice 
cry tal past the window. N ew now covered the car in the parking 
lot. How he knew it wa new he didn't know. He didn't know 
where he was. He didn't know who he wa . But whatever he was, 
he wa n't scared. 
He stood and went to the televi ion. Its creen wa flat and 
solid but he thought, were it not for the gla s, he could reach 
in ide and how it would be like wet cement ifhe did. He changed 
the channel. 
A regular man materialized. The regular man was spinning 
lowly in the center of a regular living room, a hand on hi hip and 
a hand on hi head, cratching at it. He pun until he heard a 
neeze come from under the couch. The man lifted the couch and 
out crawled an outrageou extraterrestrial. 
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"Wh t th happy h ck you doin ' under my couch?" the 
r gul r man a k d. 
"R bbit huntin' ," th extraterre trial replied. 
"Rabbit ?" a k th r gular man. 
" ust rabbit, h mbre," replied the extraterre trial. 
h gla fourth wall of the regular man' hou e blew 
laught r at them lik h at through a vent. Neither of them noticed. 
m turn d th m off and put hi fi t on hi hips. What he 
i n xt, h did without thinking. He found and used toiletries. 
H hang d into clothe he thought he'd never een before but 
whi h fit. H at p anut butter cracker andwiche . By lunchtime 
h mad him If comfortable in the apartment. Now what? He 
wonder d. 
me thing mu t b done he decid d, 0 he flipped through 
th addr book he'd found in a kitchen drawer until he saw a 
nam with r. in fr nt of it. 
" h 'ffi' r. amp 0 ceo 
"Hi ... I'd like to make an appointment." 
, Name." 
H aid the name that wa in hi wallet." am Cleary." 
' "VI , Mr. leary. Three o'clock." 
, What?" 
'Thre o'clock." 
"What do you mean, three o 'clock?" 
"Your appointment at three o'clock." 
'r--r d ?" .to ay. 
"Thi afternoon. I there a problem?" 
'N " o. 
"Very good. ee you thi afternoon, Mr. Cleary." 
" k " ay. 
am moved th receiver from hi ear. "Huh," he aid. "I 
lUU t hav made an appointment." 
G tting to the doctor's office wa easy. He thought he'd 
have to a k directions, but found that, once he was driving, he 
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knew all the road and where they went. 
He ign d hi name in the regi try, and took a eat in th 
waiting room. H 'd been there before apparently becau e he wa n't 
a k d to ign anything el e. 
He tood a oon a he at. 
A young woman with a little pink birthmark to the left of 
her left eye looked up from her magazine. He knew that he knew 
her and the little boy playing with action figure at her feet. 
He cro ed the room, hi hand out. "Hi ... " he said. 
"H' " 1-
They hook. 
Quick as a finger snap, hi Inemory returned. "Hi Meli sa, 
aln leary.You trained me ye terday." 
, 0 h, okay," he aid." 0 many people. I'm orry." 
"N bl " o pro em. 
"H ?" ow are you. 
''I'm okay." He quatted. "I thi your brother?" 
"Thi i nly on,Joey," he aid. 
"Oh," he aid. "Nice to meet you Joey." 
"I'm ick," the boy aid. "All the time." He swung hi arnl 
like Igor. 
"J h " oey, top tat. 
The boy laughed. 
am smiled. "Why do frogs eat £lie ?" he aid. 
"Why?" 
"Because they can't make pizza." 
"Not bad." 
"That' an original." 
"I can tell," the boy said, miling. He took hi action figures 
across the room. 
"Funny tuff," Melis a aid. 
"Can I sit?" 
"Go ahead." 
"N d?" am at. ot too e gy. 
"J h" u t tame enoug . 
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H di n't a nng n her fing r. " I wanted to talk to you 
Y t rday." 
" h yeah? What ab ut?" 
"I don't know." 
" orry I mi d that." 
h y laugh d. 
"u" 'd m, am al . 
h y watch d J ey play. 
"How old i he?" am aid. 
" , v n. 
"I h rally ick all the time?" 
"H' ick a lot." 
am didn't know what to ay. He thought he hould ay 
nl thing. 
h " ot r. 
M li a pok fir t. "What' your tory am?" 
"What do you mean?" 
"Your life, what' it like? 'mon, we're de trangerizing each 
h make new word, am thought. 
'1-" H topp d hiln elf. omething wa happening. "My 
lib i nothing much," he aid. "I eat paghetti a lot ... I write. I used 
to writ . I took a cla . The profe or aid I had talent." He looked 
at J ey. "My girlfriend aid I had talent. That wa when we lived 
tog ther, b fore he moved away." 
"What kind of writing? Like short torie and stuff?" 
"Yi ah." 
"That' go d. It' good to do thing like that. I painted. 
N t anymor . I took a clas too, a few year ago, whenJoe was till 
around. That's my ex-husband, Jo . My painting are in a box. I 
look at them once in awhil ,but nlO tly they stay in the box." 
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'What did you paint?" 
, Bright thing. Butterflie . I painted a lot of butterflie ." 
, I like butt rflie ." 
"M too. I like butterflie too." 
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"Your tuff i hit," the bandana kid wa aylng. 
They'd ju t had their la t cla . am' car wa idling. He got 
out. The tar wer harp in the winter ky. 
"What' thi look like? Huh, Tony?" am aid, flipping the 
kid the finger. "Look like a bird, don tit?" 
'f" an 1 . 
an if." 
"What you'll never be i any good,"Tony aid. "But there' 
"Why are you talking to me?" 
' 'I'm helping you, you goddamn sloth. I'm telling you there' 
am shook his head. "You're. .. omething's wrong with 
you," he aid. 
"What if you could change the world?" 
"What are you talking about?" 
" I'd kill to get what you got. But see?That show I houldn't 
have it. The shit you write is hit, but it doe n't have to be. It could 
be good. It would be good if you worked, you sleepy ack of crap." 
"I don't-" 
"Alexa' leaving you am. You're tini hed you pathetic 
fucker." 
In the waiting room, omething was happening. Id as were 
coming. He'd not had one in month. Now, he had too m.any. His 
head was humming with them. 
"I'd like to read orne of your tories," Meli sa aid. 
"You would?" am said. 
She nodded. 
"I'd like to ee your painting ," he said. 
"Good. Okay," he said. "It's settled." 
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Attempt 
Bridget Baines 
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On the Cusp of Winter 
Alyson Jones 
We meet in New England November, 




to city cape 
we return. 
moothing the leaves 













Slow the pink 
rush, 
in hi cheeks; 
cnmson. 
I tangle myself 






I ver h r, old lady, 
with a white ki 
whipping down my throat, 
a lover' tingle. 
Winter ha lulled 
the leaf empty trees 
into re de lumber. 
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The Candle Incident 
enevieve Romeo 
The la t time we went out to dinner, my brother, who i 
now eighteen, bet my father ten dollar that he could not make it 
out of the re taurant hiding a fire extingui her under hi hirt. My 
brother 10 t the bet, but mom wouldn't let him take the money. 
My father walked back into the re taurant and calmly handed the 
extingui her to the ho te s, letting her know that it pa ed all afety 
regulation with flying colors. 
That wa three week ago. My family has been the seat of 
Re taurant Wackine s for a long a I can remember. Thu far, we 
have yet to be kicked out of any eating e tabli hment, although 
the Banana CrealTI Pie Incident wa a clo e call. And de pite my 
mother' constant warning to my father that he would "wind u 
up" to the point where we couldn't be wound down, my brother 
and I usually calmed down before any eriou trouble could en ue. 
And so far, we haven't even come clo e to burning any place down. 
Ok, we came close once. But that wa a while ago. 
Kenny and I were young, only about eight and ten. He 
and my father hadjust returned to the table from the men' room. 
Kenny wa red and grinning. My dad wa clapping his hands in 
Queen' familiar "We Will Rock You" beat. A they at down, the 
clap tran formed into the rhythmic thumping of his fingers on 
the table. 
"What happened?" my mother asked. 
"I went to get a paper towel and it got stuck," Kenny 
explained. " 0 Dad pulled it out, and then the whole thing fell 
apart." 
he looked at my father, who wa till engaged in 
drumming. Dunt dunt DUNT; dunt dunt DUNT. Hi only word 
of explanation were: "Weeeeee will weeeeeee will 
breakyourpapertoweldi pen er!" 
By now my brother and I had picked up on the beat. We 
ang along in decidedly un-re tau rant voice . 
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"Arthur! " My mother placed her hands over ours, putting 
a qui k nd to th evening' mu ical interlude. H er face was rapidly 
b ginning to match h r ilky pink blou e. 
, What?" 
" top it!" 
"Wh ? y. 
"The people at other table are all taring at us." 
hi wa never enough of an excu e for my father. He 
n dd d hi head at my mother, fir t slowly and olemnly, and then 
fa ter and more violently, cro ing hi eye and lolling his tongue 
from the left corner of hi mouth. 
" k,' he aid." k! Ok! Ok! " 
My mother ighed. Kenny and I giggled and began nodding 
our head in the arne fa hion. 
" k! Ok! Ok! " H e aid extremely audibly. 
'k! k! k!" I aid, al 0 extremely audibly. 
"Arthur! You're winding them up and we won't be able to 
calm them down." 
H e uncro sed hi eye and topped nodding. His salt-and-
pepper hair wa lightly di heveled. 'Jan, we're ju t having fun." 
But we re in a restaurant. A nice re taurant. You can have 
fun at home. ' 
"Then can we play Pillow Mon ter when we get home?" 
K nnya ked. 
I bounced in my eat. Yay! Pillow Mon ter! The best 
game ever! 
, ure, ure," my dad re ponded. "A little slow on the draw 
here for HeliUlTI Boy," he aid, canning the busy floor of Cafe 
Meze for our waiter. Dad had dubbed him Helium Boy in honor 
of hi high-pitched, na al voice. This wa not done to in ult the 
man - my father would never call him that to hi face - but merely 
to amuse u . We all earched for signs of Helium Boy. Now that 
we had settled down, the room re umed humming with 
conver ations. My mother had been right. The other table had 
been taring at u . Thi was, after all, a nice re taurant, richly furni hed 
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in dark wood and burgundy drapery and filled mo tly with adult 
who poke in dull murmur. Ever ince I could ren1ember, my 
parent had taken my brother and m to nice re taurant - one 
without kids ' menu or ketchup on the table. 
This particular re taurant was 0 nice that if you made 
re ervation , they wrote your la t name on a little card and placed 
it on your table. We always made reservation when we went out 
to eat. If my father made them, th ho te s would inevitably greet 
u a Olnething like "Mr. and Mr . H. Mun ter." Tonight our little 
card read:" ePenguino, party of four, ix-thirty." 
Kenny tied hi napkin around pu' crungy grey neck. 
, Ken, don't put your clean napkin on that filthy thing," 
my mother aid. 
"He' not filthy! We wa hed him ye terday!" 
"Was that before or after you were throwing hin1 on the 
roof?" 
"The roof i n't dirty! It ju trained, 0 it' clean now.' 
That didn't work. "Ok." He removed the napkin fron1 Opu and 
put it in hi lap. My mother had cea ed to notice/care if other 
people tared at the fact that we brought a tuffed anin1al into 
re taurant . Opu D. Penguin wa part of the falnily. A long a we 
kept hin1 relatively quiet, he wa allowed everywhere. 
"That's a good boy." 
"Heyyo Yanet," Opu aid to my n10ther. 
"Hi Opus. Make sure Kenny keeps you off the table." 
"Where the hell is the waiter?" My father held his beer 
bottle up ide down and hook the last ad amber drop into hi 
en1pty glass. 
"Hey Arttur," Opu called to my father "I know where 
the hell the waiter went. I ate him." 
"Opu can't eat the waiter," I aid. "He only eat u hi and 
Lego ." 
"Oh h" yea . 
Helium Boy finally appeared with dinner. He et the plate 
in front of u . 
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"It' about tim ," my fath r grumbled. "We ordered half 
an hour ago." 
ur wait r gave him a pri y look that pinched hi hiny 
fac into a cartooni h xpre ion of contempt and queaked:"You're 
n t th only table h re, ir," befor trotting back to the kitchen. 
"N 0, but I am leaving your tip. A shole." 
My brother and I giggled and exchanged glance. 
"You'r not the only table here, ir," I repeated in a Mickey 
Mou e voice. 
, A-HOLE!" my brother echoed gleefully. 
My lTIother glared at my father, who wa pitting bone 
fronl hi over ole into hi napkin. "Can't even debone the 
goddamn fi h, 'he aid. 
"Hey Yanet," Opu a ked," id they debone your goddamn 
fi h?" 
" pu doe n t belong up here while we're eating. And 
watch your mouth." 
Kenny hoved Opu under the table and ate hi pasta. We 
fini hed our meal in relative tranquility and waited for our Helium 
Boy once again. An older couple wa eated next to u and given 
menu . The man wa wearing a brown corduroy jacket that looked 
to be about three ize too small. A pair of round gold-rimmed 
gla e were all but 10 t in the dough of hi face. The woman' hair 
wa tea ed into a lavender topiary. Their table re ervation card 
read: 'Dr. Ro enfeld, party of two even-thirty.' 
"Look, Earl," the woman aid. "They have paghetti quash. 
Remember? Like we had on the cruise?" 
My father winced at her hrill voice. 'Is that George 
o tanza's mother over there?" 
'They were 0 good!" Earl' wife continued. "What was 
that they served it with? Wa it the prime rib? Or was it part of 
brunch? I just don't remember." 
"Can he get any louder?" Dad a ked. 
Arthur!" Mom said in a harsh whisper. "They're right 
ov r there!" 
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" h Edna," Earl repli d, "you know it gave Ine ga .' 
This wa too much. pu picked up a roll and chewed it 
car fully. 
' H ey en- en," he houted, " I think the roll give me 
I" ga . 
Before my mother could intervene, Opu turned around 
and bent over. 
"PPPTHHHHHHHHHHHHHPPPPTTTTTTT! !!!!! !" 
"Kid ... " 
" orry, Yanet, can't hear ya, you'll have to peak up, I'm 
having ga. PPPPTTTTTTHHHHHHHPPPPPPPPT! Woah, 
that wa a big on !" 
1 giggled uncontrollably, flecked with pit from my brother' 
explosive ra pberrie . "Do you want another one, Opu ?" 1 handed 
him my half-eaten roll. 
"No, he doesn't." My mother seized my roll and put it on 
her plate. 
"PPTTHPT???" Opu looked up at my mother. 
' No more." 
"Ok." He turn d back toward lny brother. "ppthptt." 
"I said no more. Do you want me to count to three?" 
"N o. Opu will be good. 1 just hope you don't have to 
count to three for Earl after he eats dinner." 
"That's not very ... " my mother began, but he snorted 
and broke off into giggles her elf. Luckily, Helium Boy returned 
to our table to clear the dishe before Edna and Earl realized what 
we found 0 amu ing. 
"How wa everything thi evening?" Helium Boy 
chirruped. 
"Explosively good," Dad replied. "Quite a release." 
Helium Boy miled blankly and asked if we'd like to ee a 
de sert menu . 
"Only if you didn't make them on a ga stove." 
Thi confu ed our waiter and et u - including Iny mother 
- into fre h peal oflaughter. Helium Boy aid he wa pretty ure 
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th ch £; u d lectric range and produc d four dainty menu 
b fc r r turning to the anctity of the kitchen. arl had meanwhile 
1 ft and com back froin the r troom. H e dried hi hands on hi 
napkin. 
'You'd think an up cale place like thi would have a working 
pa p r tow 1 di P n er," he gruinbled to hi wife. 
M y father grinn d and began thumping his fingers on the 
tabl again: dunf dunt D UNT! dunt dunt D UNT! 
, Look, kid , they have trawberry hortcake," my mother 
aid ov r ad' drumming, but he was 0 obviou ly trying not to 
laugh that we weren't deterred. 
'~ eeee will weeeeeee will BREAKYOUR PAPER 
T WEL I PEN ER!" 
Edna and Earl gawked at the table of laughing idiots. My 
father looked back at them, read their re ervation card again, and 
aid:" r. Ro enfeld, I pre ume?" 
"' T. " .Ie . 
'Hi there. Can we buy you and your wife a drink?" 
"That would be lovely," Edna an wered. 
, I'llju t tell our waiter, ifhe ever comes back." My father 
miled at them a ked what field the good doctor wa in. Thi was 
not v ry int re ting to K nny and me. 
'Mom, can I blowout the candle?" Kenny a ked. My 
mom aid ye and joined in the conver ation. 
"I wanted to blow it out!" 
'Opu can do it!" Kenny ugge ted. 
"Ok!" 
He pulled Opu up fronl. under the table and walked him 
up to the candle. He then waved Opu ' nose back and forth in 
front of the flame in an effort to blow it out. Before we knew 
what wa happening, a thin curl of moke had begun to ri e from 
Opu 'wobbling chnozz. We fir t thought it wa corning from the 
candle itself; we oon realized, however, that thi wa not the case. 
Opu' no e was on fire. OPUS' NOSE WAS ON FIRE!! We 
froze and stared at each other, mouths hung open in gape of fear 
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and astoni hrnent. In hi panic, Kenny had till not removed pu 
from the flickering candle. The tendril of moke grew darker and 
thicker. 
"M M! M M!!!" 
My mother turned fronl. her conver ation. Her face hifted 
frOln a look of mild annoyance to one of alarm. In one fluid 
movement, he yanked our tuffed penguin fronl. the candle flanl.e 
and dunked his smoldering no e into her gla of water. Kenny 
and I sat in hocked ilence for a few econds before we bur t into 
tear . Mom pulled u over to her and enveloped u. he murmured: 
"It's Ok now, ee? He's fine." he plucked Opus from the water 
and patted hi no e dry with her napkin. There wa a thmnbnail-
ized corch mark on the under ide of his no e. Other than that, 
and the fact that he wa now soaking wet, he was indeed all right. 
till crying, we reached out tentatively and pet hi threadbare head. 
" ee, he ju t got a bit of a burn. He's Ok." he troked our 
hair. "It ju t look like he has a goatee now." 
Thi made u giggle a little. My brother gathered the 
dripping penguin into hi arm. For the first time, I noticed that 
the re taurant had fallen into a dead silence. 
"Mom," I whispered, "everyone i taring at u ." 
"And they probably always will. Don't pay any attention 
to them." 
Helium Boy returned to the table. He had missed what 
would later come to be known a the Candle Incident. "Can I get 
you any des ert?" 
"Ju t the check, plea e," my Dad aid. "And whatever the 
Rosenfelds are drinking i on us." 
" ure thing," the waiter chirped. 
My father nl.otioned for the waiter to lean in closer. "And," 
he said, peaking very softly, "plea e al 0 end them an order of the 
spaghetti squash appetizer. I just know it'll blow them away." 
"No problem, ir!" He bounded back to the kitchen. 
Dad looked at us all with a big smile on his face and started nodding 
his head and lolling his tongue. We niffied and began to do the 
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In . My nl0th r wrung out her napkin and put it back on the 
table. 
That night my broth r and I vowed to leave Opu home 
th n xt tinl we w nt out to eat. We promptly forgot thi vow 
oon afterward. C'VVe did, however, forever keep him away from 
op n flam ). My father aw how haken up we had been by the 
whol thing and made an admirable effort to be cahner at restaurants 
that la ted until our next vi it to Gasho Hibachi, home to the 
h f' Hat Incident. But that' another tory. I uppo e there is a 
Ie on to be learn d in all of thi omewhere. 0 unto others in 
public a you would have done unto your elf, even if it's really 
funny? Politene s i Platinum? The inte tinal discomforts of the 
lderly i n't dinner conver ation? Whatever it is, we haven't learned 
it yet. I uppo e orne might look upon our antic as immature, 
annoying, rude, and downright di courteou. They're probably 
right. Then again, there are other who probably get a kick out of 
what w con ider normalcy. In the end, I gue s we leave (em either 
indignant or amu ed. But even if the re t of the world i shooting 
u na ty look, omehow, I think we'll alway be laughing. 
Ev n if Mom i doing 0 hidden behind her menu. 
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Passage Interdit 
Joseph Laskas 
Joseph Laskas 49 
(woman: as needing to be silver and sharp) 
arah Napoli tan 
Mad lin fi he in tream with forgotten oy ter hands 
ifting p bbl froin rock and ember from canteen. 
Tre e and blue j an . 
Not quite a doily and not quite a gun he crouche and spreads, 
tar mo i h, flo uri hing b neath the empty corner of tree . 
h i a cowboy of ort , an empty moon of floure cent mu hrooms 
bl ing th wat r, rippling gold though Madeline i a silver volcano 
xpl ding through cornflake and bark tree , encompa sing the sun, 
ilver and blue j an circling the fire like Neptune in orbit-
violent through blackne and ilent in un-
galvanized tin eye he i the glitter beneath the gold beneath the 
I av 
the liver in ong, and the lice in every snow. 
Madeline moke a ilver cigarette 
xhaling rhythm and routine in cracking sparkling puffs, 
pearl and mercury ocean rolling mirror-like 
on gla checkerboard and, 
Madeline, Madeline, Madeline your name reflect fro t banshees 
but you hide in golden fore t ,leave blue lantern on in evening 
to fog in mo quito now cold-
(Ring line the path I walked when whole, indian blanketed 
and oft 
Fro t then become the peach fuzz between your leg 
and you begin to feel the chill 
Forest take on new meaning the rock begin to gli ten 
the strean1.S being to ripple to you in old colors till you freeze them 
tretch and spread, mooth and silver as a cookie sheet 
basking in the undergold of un, frozen and grown) 
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Passing Time 
Monica tahl 
Joe rode th Link every day. For a couple of days he d 
ridd n to a con truction it . For about a month, he'd ridden to 
M c onal . For a couple of week, h 'd ridden to a dentist' office. 
But he had baby hand , he hated grea e, and mo t of all, he hated 
cl aning up pit cup and fluoride tray. 0 now, he rod it to the 
coffee hop. There wa a Quick Check next door wh r they old 
100 e tobacco and paper , and if h rolled hi own cigarette , the 
pack la t d about three day. And if he slipped out the back door 
of the colli hop, h nev r had to pay for hi tea. H e d cided that 
a man could exi t quite comfortably on Indian Tobacco and Earl 
Gray, with an occa ional game of che to pa the tin1.e. 
He wa n 't very good. H e could never rememb r whether 
the king wa to the right or the left, and trying to keep track of hi 
knight wa practically impos ible. He blamed it on the drug. 
But till, he would faithfully challenge any potential opponent 
who walked in the door, and play for hour until Cathy, the harp-
tongued owner, kicked him out for loitering. H e lost every time, 
but he miled through it all, and he alway hook hi opponent' 
hand after checkmate. 
"Defazio, what' up?" 
"Hey Billy, how' your mom?" Joe aid, the corner of hi 
lip turning up in a snurk. 
"Funny. Che ?" 
"Of cour e." 
Joe looked like a younger, ofter version of Don John on 
from Miann Vice. Favoring white suit and gold chain, he wore 
hirt that looked like they'd been plattered with children's finger 
paint. He wa courageou, unaba hedly flaunting the pink hirt 
normally re erved for happily married, confident men in their 
fortie. Hi black chin-length hair (Revlon #403) looked a bit 
trange hovering over hi milky face and crappy brown goatee. A 
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p ntagran1 dangl d from hi n ck, and he idolized Robert mith, 
fr m h othic, dark, my teriou -very deep. 
"J e, th knight do n't move like that." 
" 1 kn w, l know. Your move." 
Jo lik d playing again t Billy, becau e he knew that one 
day, he'd win. Billy wa a dec nt che player, but he just couldn't 
m to pay att ntion to the game-for a twenty-three year old ex 
n1arin turn d Back treet Boy, there wa more than enough 
underag ye candy ipping out of over- ized coffee mug to keep 
him on hi toe. Wearing a wife-beater or a tight, spandex shirt 
remini cent of uperman' leotard (minu the' '), Billy' muscle 
br ath d like hot air balloon with each move on the board. And 
if flexing didn't do it, he had a couple of Shake pearean onnets 
memorized. The ladie -well, the girl -loved it when you quoted 
hake peare. 
'Billy, your move." 
"Check out that girl in the corner. What do you think 
he' reading?" Billy a ked, pointing towards the right corner of 
the room with a ' that-way-to-the-beach' flex. 
"1 don't know, but it' your move." Joe was about three 
piece away from check. orne aid victory was sweet. Joe preferred 
glue tick. 
Glue tick. Kindergarten: itting in a circle, urrounded 
by other ix-year old children, making paper bird, munching on 
glue tick. Well, Joe was the only one who'd eaten glue ticks. 
The other ate pa te, and looked at Joe like he wa orne kind of 
freak. Joe didn't care-he couldn't stand getting the rubbery mud 
under hi nail , and glue sticks seemed much cleaner. He alway 
wa a hygienic child-he'd had thi crazy obse ion with flo sing. 
Ah, the flashback . Blame those on the drug , too. 
, Checkmate." Billy moved hi piece, then turned back to 
ogle the girl in the corner. She was blushing, and trying not to 
notice. 
"What the fuck? How'd you do thattsst?" Joe' head 
swiveled quickly to the left and returned to center, winging like 
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the top of a pepp r grinder. He jerked hi head to the table, and 
began to lightly yank at the hairs on hi arm. He could feel the 
anger building in ide him, and he quickly rai ed hi face and pa ted 
on a mile." ood job, Billy," he aid through clenched teeth. 
''I'm gonna go talk to that girl. I think it' a hake peare 
book," Billy aid, ri ing from the table and moo thing down hi 
hirt. Picking at his front tooth with a wooden coffee tirrer, Billy 
lipped it in the pocket of hi jean and walked toward the girl' 
table. 
"Tsst, yeah." Joe looked down at hi hand , peeling the 
mile off of hi face. For a n1oment, it felt like he was removing a 
price tag from hi cheek -glue ticking, paper ripping. When he 
looked up again, Billy was smiling at the girl, with a finger pointing 
toward the book and the other one giving a thUlnbs up. Good 
job. Establi h common intere ts . Billy then proceeded to itch his 
right arm with hi left, tightening his chest until it looked like he 'd 
explode out of hi hirt. Guy cleavage. Veins pumping on the 
out ide of hi arm like the gel in an icepack. Joe thought about 
taking note ,then laughed to himself. A few people looked at him 
strangely, but the majority of the room just went about their 
bu ines . 
Joe waited until Billy'd taken a eat with hi back turned 
before he reached into the pocket of his off-white port coat. 
Taking out a mall pre cription bottle, he popped the top and 
wa hed the tiny pill down with a swig of Earl Gray. That wa the 
fourth pill today, and it always surprised him. However frequently 
he popped open tho e pre cription bottle , there wa alway the 
truggle to wa h it down. It was like a gnat getting caught in hi 
throat, refu ing to be swallowed or even pit out. He took another 
ip of tea, imagining the pill slipping tubbornly down hi e ophagus. 
In point of fact,Joe took a lot of pills. This one, however, 
was for his tic. "Tsst." He wasn't the stereotypical picture of a 
Tourette' yndrome patient, cur ing or creaming ob cenitie , 
following hi every whim. That had been fixed long ago, but the 
whistling caught between his tongue and teeth remained when he 
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wa up t, xcit d, or wor t of all, drunk. A bottle of vodka could 
d that to a man. 
No on actually knew about Joe' Tourette'. It' not like 
h wa hy about it, it' ju t that no one gue ed. He was the town 
w irdo. H wore hort in th winter and unglasse in ide, and if 
he happ n d to hi once in a while, well, that wa just Joe. He 
jok d around, made people mile, wasn't bothered about being the 
butt of oth r 'joke -he wa just trange enough to get away with 
anything. 
He watched Billy lowly inching do er to the girl. he 
wa cute, no doubt about it. From his vantage point, the book 
lying fac down on the table definitely wa n't hake peare. But it 
didn't look like he cared; from the way he was taring at his chest 
with a cigarette turning to a h between her fingers, it eemed like 
poetry wa the la t thing on her nund. 
Joe'd had a girlfriend once. That was in high chool, when 
he'd been a crew-cut, trim-wai t choir boy in a county-wide a 
capella group. He'd been the younge t member, and he'd always 
gotten the tronge t lead. People aid he had talent. Rachel aid 
that, too. he aid that he loved him and believed in him. She 
aid that for one year, ix month and thirteen day, until he went 
into the ho pital. he'd written a me sage in his yearbook that 
aid, "Joey, I believe in you, and remember that I'll always be there 
for you. Love you, baby bear." Not very original, but he still 
looked back at that me age. She wa a bit overweight, and her 
hand had felt like pillow on hi cheek. 
Billy had hi arm around her, now. She was giggling about 
omething and taring down at her hands, and though Joe was 
certainly no lip-reader, he thought he saw "My mi tre s' eyes are 
nothing like the sun" dripping from Billy' tongue. 
There had been another girl, but Joe didn't like to think 
about her. He had n1.et her in the hospital during group therapy-
that probably hould have been his first due. She wa way too 
good looking to be interested in a guy like him-that should have 
been hi econd. She wore black lip tick, black lace, and a black 
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collar around her neck. he al 0 tried to tab him with a kitchen 
knife. he said she wa trying to kill him, but he didn't think her 
heart wa in it. H e e caped with minor cut and bruise ,and they 
had dinner the next night. 
" efazio, thi i Jenna." Billy wa eated back at the table, 
arm lung protectively around the meat at hi side. 
" Hi. I'mJoe, and I'm an alcoholic." he laughed. " orry, 
wrong meeting. H ey, is that in berg?" 
Yeah, you a fan?" Jenna a ked, ab entmindedly flipping 
through the pages. 
"H e' okay. Not a big fan of "Howl," though-it a bit 
too fucking crass." 
Jenna laughed. "Yeah , I gue you could ay that." Billy 
laughed too, but there wa a look of confu ion in hi eye, and he 
sounded as sincere as a televangeli t. H e pulled Jenna do er. 
' 'I'm actually a huge exton fan. 'The Ballad of the Lonely 
Ma turbator' really touche me," Joe bru hed the hair out of hi 
eyes and tugged at the pentagram around his neck. 
"Very funny. Actually, I love that poem." 
"Me too. I relate." Joe rniled, but didn't laugh. 
"You know what I alway ay," Billy cut in, turning to Jenna 
and looking into her eye , "Then may I dare to boast how I do 
love thee-" 
"Billy, that onnet was written for a man." Billy glared at 
Joe, than stared sheepi hly down at his lap as Jenna began to laugh. 
core one for the home team. 
"Do you write a lot?" Joe a ked. he wa definitely cute. 
Brown hair, green eye , crooked glasse bent slightly to the left. 
" orne, but not much lately. My fornit came down with 
the to mach flu about three months ago, and she keeps vomiting 
on the paper." 
"Your what?" Billy was looking more 10 t than ever. 
"Fornit. tephen King, "The Ballad of the Flexible Bullet.' 
An alien mu e that enjoys mu tard and bologna," Joe an wered, 
smiling at Jenna. He was in love. 
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"Wi 11 ne!" J nna cried out, her voice falling into a 
h rrible c kney acc nt. 
or two. 
J nna' h nd wa lightly traveling up Billy' back, and a Joe 
w t h d ut of th corn r of hi eye, he thought he aw her nail 
dig int illy' left h ulder. War woun . A promi e for later. 
Th mil wa back on Billy' face, and Joe thought he aw a jolly 
twinkl in hi ey . 
"anta lau tt t." Jo giggled. 
"What? Jo ,you're uch a freak." Billy looked like he'd 
finally aid Olnething worthwhile. 
J wa n't li tening. Twi ting one of the rings on hi finger 
he thought about taking offhi jacket. He was ure, however, that 
th re w uld be larg pink patche of weat under hi arms. orne 
m ds came with ide effects. But compared to the in omnia and 
impotency, weating wa n 't really a big deal. 
"Jo y. Joe-hey!" 
h orry Billy. T t.' 
, ute. Real cute. ' 
, ~ 're heading out,' Billy aid eyebrow climbing towards 
hi hairline. Jenna wa taring at hi bicep where the tattoo of a 
half-naked woman gyrated with each flex of the mu cleo 
, ee you later. T t." 
"Yeah,Jo ,we 11 play again tomorrow.' 
Jenna ro e fron1 her eat, grabbed her book, and held out 
her hand. "It wa nice to meet you,Joe. You're a gentleman and a 
cholar." 
He took her hand and felt the oft qui h of a down pillow 
filling hi palm. "Lik wi e, ir. J enna laughed and walked away 
her hand re ting on Billy' bulging forearn1. 
And he mi e. 
'Hey Billy." They both turned around. "Fuck offt t. 
Billy laughed and flipped him off. Whistling lowly through 
hi teeth,Joe pulled a different pre cription bottle out ofhi pocket 
popped the top, and dropped a pill on hi tongue. Thi time, he let 
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it di integrate into a pasty powder that coated the in ide of hi 
cheek. It tasted like glue tick . 
Rolling a cigarette and lipping out the back door, Joe 
headed down to the corner and at down on a bench facing the 
old courthou e that had hou ed the legendary Lindbergh trial. A 
ign on the front boasted that tour would begin in March. God, 
thi town wa proud. Too proud. 
The bu would be here soon. 
The people in front of him were holding hands. They had 
tared when he tepped on the bus, and the girl had huddled clo er 
to her boyfriend's shoulder, burrowing into his jacket. Ittlng 
behind them, Joe noticed that her roots were growing in and 
attempted a mile. 
There was a little old man behind him who'd complimented 
his suit. Joe thanked him and returned the favor. They talked for 
another ten minutes, and Joe learned that the man' wife had died 
five years ago, and that the kid were grown and had moved out to 
the West coa t. The man spent hi afternoon in town, window 
hopping at the old cigar tore, feeding the pigeons, or touring 
Main street. Ju t pa ing the time. 
Joe wa itting in his room, lining up the pills on hi dresser 
in alphabetical order: 
Fluoxetine (aka the infamous Prozac) . Depre ion and 
ob essive compul ive disorder. Also u ed to treat bulimia and 
anorexia-not that he worried about hi weight anymore. Had 
cau ed increa ed sweating, diarrhea. Vomiting. The doctors told 
him not to worry about it, until hi mother found him curled up 
on the bathroom floor, half-blind, coughing up blood. It eem 
that America's favorite candy could be dangerou . 
Haloperidol, for the Tourette' . Very rarely prescribed. Al 0 
u ed for the treatment of psychotic delusion or hallucination . 
The whole idea wa kind of an1using, if you gave it enough thought. 
Joe wondered, sometime , whether the Haloperidol wa really for 
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hi ur tt ' or n t. Mayb there wa omething THEY weren't 
tiling him. It au ed a bit of dizzine. au ed a bit more after 
drinking. Actually, it wa kind of fun to wa h one down with a 
h t. J wa a ch ap dat. ide effect included constipation and 
weight gain. You tuffed it in, but you ju t couldn't get it out. 
N faz done. epre ion,ob e ive compulsive, and a touch 
f 0 ial anxi ty di order. au ed drow ine and in omnia-at 
night, Jo laid in bed, exhau ted but completely unable to sleep. 
With the coffee hop clo ing at eleven every night, the day eemed 
o long. And the inappropriate erection . They were alway ton 
of fun. Too bad he couldn't do anything with them. All of hi 
m d combined to give him the exual potency of a eventy-year 
old man without viagara. 
H e'd been on and off a dozen other medications. They 
aid it wa like trying to put together a puzzle-you ju t had to 
find the right piece. Hi mother had confi cated all the old 
pre cription after he'd caught him blowing rittalin. He didn't 
tak anything for the AD ,anymore. It's not like he needed drugs 
for it-in fact, he'd old more rittalin than he 'd actually taken. He 
kind of enjoyed hi lilnited attention pan. imple mnds have 
imple plea ure and concentration made things difficult. 
When he wa through organizing hi drugs, he clipped hi 
toenail and trimmed hi ide burn. When he wa through with 
that he watched televi ion for a while and tried to rna turbate. 
And when that didn't work, he turned off the TV 
itting down on an old chair next to his night tand, Joe 
felt around in the drawer until he found the mall knife he kept 
next to hi flo . When he wa a child, he'd found a box of them in 
the ba ement, all with handle that read "Flame afe Fire top 
y tern." Apparently, hi father had worked there before the 
divorce. 
Rolling up hi pant leg and slipping off hi ock, Joe ran 
the knife down his ankle, licing through kin. Old cars napped 
like broken rubber bands, torn in halfby a thin line of blood. He 
liked to think they were Bloodflower . 
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When he wa fini hed, he put his ock back on, turned on 
the television, and tried to rna turbate. And when that didn't work, 
he though about going for a walking tour of Main treet. Maybe 
he'd top by the old cigar tore and ee if they had any 100 e tobacco. 
He briefly wondered what Billy wa doing, then hurriedly pu hed 
the thought from hi mind. He wa good at burying thing when 
he had to, and it wa going to be a long night. 
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Corporate Whore 
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Ave Maria 
Ani Broderick 
I could hear her voice already:" on't bite your nail ,Julia, 
it' a di gu ting habit." I wa n't in the mood. 0 I bit Iny nail even 
more and gave a final glance around to make ure everything wa 
in place. My dad would be arriving any minute, accompanied by 
hi aging but harp-witted mother who couldn't tolerate a me . 
he had called, reque ted to be pick d up, and informed u that 
h would be taying for the week. That' where I came in-I wa 
th granddaughter la h elnergency cleanup girl who e 
compen ation for thi hort-notice coverage of my dad' a would 
be a free month of car in urance (if I wa lucky). 
Just a I began work on the fifth and final nail on my right 
hand, Bear, the n1ail t of the four dogs, lifted hi head fron1 between 
his paws and looked out the window. They were here. In an 
instant, the quiet that had ttled into the fre hly-cleaned room 
wa di rupted by a cacophony of canine yelps. I pushed my way to 
the door, put th dogs in the backyard, and walked a path of eggshell 
to the car. 
My father was ren10ving Iny Nana's suitcase from the trunk, 
while he at in the front eat waiting to be let out. 
"How wa the ride?" I a ked on my way to open the door. 
"Two fucking uitca e for one week," my dad aid with a 
familiar look of annoyance on hi face. " he wear the arne god 
damn thing every day, what the hell due she need two uitca e 
c ?" lor. 
"How long do you think he'll it in there before she gets 
mad and opens the door her el£?" I a ked. 
"Not long enough." Okay, never mind, I thought. 
I approached the pa enger- ide door and opened it 
carefully 0 I wouldn't tartle her. Though I held out my hand, 
Nana grabbed the ide of the eat and the top of the door and 
hauled her elf into a tanding po ition. 
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"How you, Jul?" he a ked, and added" on't you drop 
tho e bag, Robert! " 
He had no comment. 
"Fin Nana, how are you? How wa the ride?" 
"Long" he replied, in an accusatory voice. 
Dad and Nana were always bickering for ome reason or 
another. It wa mostly about stupid tuff: he would ask ifhis razor 
wa broken if he hadn't haved, tell him he needed to lose weight, 
and then put another helping of food on his plate without asking 
if he wanted it. Ironically, my father had a ked N ana to move 
do er to us because she was getting older and it was becoming 
more difficult for her to live alone. She said no. H e asked again. 
he aid no. H e let it drop for a m.onth, then a ked one more time. 
he aid no. 
And now he wa standing on the driveway. 
N ana limped lowly toward the house with a hand on the 
hip that needed to be replaced. It wouldn't be replaced, though, 
becau e he was" on her way out" anyway and could live with the 
pain. A mall rip in the creen door caught her attention, and she 
mumbled something to herself about inviting bugs into the house. 
I walked behind her in case she started to wobble, and directed her 
to the recliner in the immaculate living room. 
he ettled herself in the chair, picked up a small candle 
from the end table, and put it back after making a our face. 
I " ater. 
b " eon. 
"Want something to drink, Nana?" 
"N 0 thank you, honey, your father will get me something 
"How about the remote?" I asked. "I think Oprah might 
"Where are those dogs,Jul?" she asked, looking behind the 
recliner. "I don't know why your father has them, they're uch a 
bother. Dirty and everything. Dogs are dirty." 
"We love them, N ana, they're really sweet dog . They're 
out back." 
The silence in the room was making me uncomfortable, 
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o I flipped th TV on. Big mi take. 
" . .. and today our how focu e on mother who ay their 
pre-teen daughter are having ex ... " 
My face grew hot a I fumbled to witch the channel. Not 
fa t enough-
"Tho girl are on their way traight to Hell, God ave 
them. The mother ar the real problem, don't know how to rai e 
their kid right." 
"M ayb you hould go on there and give them onle 
Ie on ," dad called from the back door. "Come on in, doggie, go 
e N ana." 
At that preci e moment, iamond, the Golden R etriever 
Buddy, the Border ollie, Ro e, the Beagle, and Bear, the Pug 
came running through the door and niffed the newcomer. N ana 
cringed in her eat, her knuckle white as she grasped the arm of 
the chair. I jumped out of my eat and ran to the kitchen, shaking 
the box ofbi cuit so that they would follow me. 
When I returned, my father was sitting on the end of the 
couch that wa farthest away from hi mother. 
'Are you hungry, M a?" he a ked. 
"N 0, fine. I don't want anything." 
With that, he opened a bag of potato chip and looked 
around for the remote. 
"The buzzer is over here, Robert, but there ' nothing but 
tra h on the televi ion now. Give me orne of tho e chip you 
have." 
"Iju t asked if you were hungry," Rob aid, laughing hi 1-
don't-believe-thi laugh. Without making eye contact, he reached 
in the bag, grabbed a handful of chips, and thru t them at thi 
mother. 
"NOT THAT MANY!" she creamed, and he withdrew 
his hand, leaving her with two broken chips. 
"Plenty of potato chip to go around," Dad said, "The dogs 
can even have orne. Doggies, would you like orne chip? No 
potato famine here. Everyone can have orne." 
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H r w go. Nana' jaw wa clenched a he told him that 
wa n thing t joke about. H r trong Iri h heritage ometime 
m d t overtake any hint of a en e of humor. 
"What tin1.e i confe ion tonight, Robert? It would do 
you orne good to go with a mouth like that." 
(Beat Ine," he aid. 
"Jul, did you know that your father till has the record at 
t. Michael' for th mo t rna e erved in one day? Five. He 
rved the morning rna then school wa cancelled becau e of 
now then one practice rna for a newly ordained prie t, then the 
afternoon and two evening rna e. That' when he was a good 
ath lic. Then he went away to that U niver ity of Pennsylvania 
and he ha n't been the arne ince. He wa my boy, always the 
good one when the other two were in trouble." 
"I wa good becau e I wa erving rna s when Tommy and 
arolyn were in college. Remember? College makes you a bad 
per on. And you ju t went to confe ion ye terday. Did you commit 
orne mortal in between now and then?' 
Any talk of religion made me uneasy. I u ed to be a good 
atholic too until my dad pulled me out of CCD oon after the 
divorce. At the time, it wa the be t thing that ever happened to 
me--yay! No more CCD! No more iter Helen who ran into 
the locker when he walked down the hall. No more Sister Leo 
who e orthopedic hoe made funny noi e when he walked. I 
wa free, and I laughed in the face of all the other not-yet-
confirmed kids who had to tay after chool to learn prayer . 
I didn't under tand then. I didn't realize that when I wa 
older I wouldn't be able to get married in my church unles I wa 
confirmed. I couldn't anticipate the feeling of being an outsider 
even when I did go to mas . And I certainly didn't under tand the 
tension it would cause between my father and Nana. 
"No mortal sin ," aid Nana. I ju t thought you might 
want to go. 
"No thanks, Ma. I actually haven t been to confession in 
about 13 years and I'm not planning to go either, because I think 
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it' a bunch of hor hit. I did the whol atholic thing until I 
wa 35 and look wh re it got m . If that' the kind of God you 
wor hip, good luck." 
" h , weet hour," N ana aid staring at the n w that had 
ju t come on. 
I panicked and looked for a ball or bone to throw for one 
of th dog to cha e. I wa going to get it if I didn't do something 
oon-
"Were you to confe sion thi week,Julia?" 
hit. I hadn't been to confe ion in y ar . What good wa 
it? 'Forgive me Father, for I have inned ... I forgot to get 
confirmed?' That would go over really well. 
o I lie to her? I hadn't b n that bad, I had gone to rna . 
But I couldn't tell her that eith r becau e th n he'd be a king me 
all kind of que tions about my communion habit . No communion 
unless you )ve been to confession, he u ed to tell m when I wa younger. 
"Ye , I went on aturday, Nana. Are you ure you don't 
want a drink or something? We hav ginger ale." 
"Ginger ale. With no ice. Thank you," aid Nana, a I 
sprung for the kitchen. 
I felt terrible. Wa God li tening to m.e? Not only wa I 
lying, but I wa lying about Him. And when I went back into the 
roon1, my dad wa looking at m and haking his head. He 
ometime got annoyed when I lied to make her happy ince it 
wa something he had topped doing a long time ago. 
When I returned with her ginger ale, I told Nana that I 
would drive her to confe ion. Dad rolled hi eye but didn't say 
anything. I ju t wanted to make her happy. he ' old, and ev n 
though she create most of her own mi ery, I could take her to 
confe ion to make her happy. Maybe I hould go too. No, I 
couldn't-I haven't been there in 0 long that I wouldn't even 
know where to tart. I n't that the point though? Pri t don't 
hold grudge , do they? 
The scream of a iren pa ing by the house ent the dog 
into a fury again. There wa nothing to do but wait for it all to go 
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away- 1 ng a m thing wa making noi e outside the house, 
w r th dog. 
"What i that, Julia, i it an ambulance?" a ked Nana with 
a hint of panic in her voice. 
" I don't know, I think o. Either that or a firetruck. It' 
d finitely not a police car, though," I aid, trying to ee out the 
window. 
" ood doggi ,you cha e tho e bad people away," said 
ad. 
, ho e bad people may be aving someone' life God help 
th m' aid N ana. T h re wa a look of eriousne in her eye a 
h b gan: ((Hail Mar~ Full of Grace, the Lord is with thee .. . " 
, I wonder what they'd do if they actually got out one 
tim ," continued my dad. 
Blessed are thou amongst women and blessed is the Fruit of thy 
womb Jesus . .. " 
'Probably cha e it until they died," he aid, answering his 
own que tion. 
'Holy Mary, mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and in the 
hour of our death . .. " 
" oggie want to go out back and ee what's going on? ' 
h aid, ri ing from hi eat. 
'Amen.' he looked tired ad, and hopele s. 
I watched N ana for a few moments and she looked like 
he wa going to cry. M y unfeeling father was in the back yard 
with the dog, who had forgotten about the ambulance and were 
happily fighting for po e sion of a stick . I didn't know what to 
do and the uncomfortable ilence filled the room once again. 
Without aying anything, I put my hoe on and went outside. 
"D ad I'm gonna take her to confe sion. I think it' at 5," I 
aid without looking at him. 
'You don't have to take her, I'll do it. Go home and relax. 
Thanks for cleaning, the place look great." He threw a tennis ball 
for the dog then turned to look at me. 
"No, I'll take her. You'll just fight on the way. Then she'll 
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want to you go in with her and if you don't you II fight the whole 
way home. I'll go." 
I till didn't look at him. Myeye wer fixed on the end of 
the yard, where ach of the dogs wa till trying t get the ball. 
iamond finally got it, and all four came running back for more. 
"Put it down," I aid to iamond, then threw the ball again. 
''I'll ee you later, okay dad?" 
" kay, I gue s." The look on his face aid he knew why I 
wa going. Hi eye turned down a bit at the corner ,and it almo t 
seem d a if he felt bad for crewing my religiou life up becau e 
of hi own elfi hne s. "H ey. Wait. 0 you want to eat here? r 
ar you going home after you drop her off?" 
I thought for a minute about what dinner might be like. 
Don't eat that, Robert, it'sfull offat. I spoke to Father O'Connor at the 
church-he asked about you, R obert. Jesus, Mar~ and Joseph, don't you 
teach these dogs not to begfrom the table? Put that dog in the backyard, 
Robert, he's breathing on my leg. Is that all you're going to eat, R obert? 
"I'll come back for dinner, I gue s. Do you even have 
anything? Yeah, I'll come back." 
"I'll pick omething up while you're gone," he said quietly. 
By the time I got back to the house, Nana was standing at 
the door with her pocketbook. "Are you ready to go?" he a ked. 
"All ready. Let me ju t get my keys and pull the car up." 
I didn't ay much during the five-minute drive to the 
church. Thi tim when I offered my hand to help Nana out of 
the car, he took it. he limp d into the church, and miled politely 
at orne other people who were waiting to be ab olved. I looked 
around and saw orne familiar face ; they miled at me, and 
continued on with their conver ations. I was paranoid, and thought 
that everyone in the building knew what a bad Catholic I had 
been. 
We waited in the line of patient inner for a few minute 
without peaking. I tared down at my nails, trying hard to re train 
from biting them becau e the ound would echo through the 
silence. What was I suppo ed to ay to the prie t? Everyone there 
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wa pr bably an exp rt, and I had no clue what I was doing or 
why I wa doing it. he blood in my face felt like it wa churning, 
an without looking directly at Nana, I told her I needed to go to 
th bathro m. 
I pu h d th church door open and the cool breeze hit 
nlY.£ c . I couldn't go back now, and I wa n't ure that I wanted to. 
I ttl d into a pot on the curb and waited. People coming in and 
out f th church looked at me que tioningly, but I didn't care. I 
put my h ad in Iny hands for a minute, then got up and walked to 
the car. I hould pull it around to the door, I thought, 0 Nana 
doe n't hav to walk 0 far. 
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Descended 
Corey TayLor 
rui ing along the ingular, blinding road, 
carved through a world blanketed by Ere h now. 
Aware of h artbeat, pothole littering the 
path lik unflowers. Inconvenient detour . 
peedbump . Nothing 
mind and body 
couldn't handle. ne un u pecting day 
it shattered, filtered by a prism. Line 
cattered into molecule of color-
magenta cream and burning gray-
wirling in their orbit, planet reforming with 
equal preci ion. Breathing, 
ucking in the facets, the 
gene i of tumult. Running. 
weet death crept into my ear and sang in non-language: 
fc male voice lulling me, orga mic, on neon blue wave . 
Returning against my will. 
Fang-filled mouths spewing dollar ign, the pre sure caving 
in Iny ilky kull. Never knew the battle wa 0 calm. 
Serenity in the eye of war' hurricane. 
All this, all that ever wa and ever will be, 
lay before me. 
Everything ha already been written. 
No poetry i original. 
pread out at the nexu 
I de cended, 
a feather on the ynthe ized breeze. Trapped in ide mellifluou 
tone and myriad po ibilitie. Mind plummeting a Image 
fall up. De tiny of living, refracting and 
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n h ting. Ultimat tune f th pn m 
ub . n ted in ha tic cr cend , 
nd il nc di p r d body. even arts; 
1 r . R ducti n f infinity 
n th pri m' a t id . Roaming well-lit 
p th and dr ary gr n hall , 
I P rch pr par d, a cathedral gargoyle 
ri h in Inadn 
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Thursday Morning 
Jason Fischer 
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Nostalgia 
Rosabelle Diaz 
he calm, cool face of the river 
a ked me for a ki s 
-Lang ton Hughe ," uicide Note" 
In the m tropolitan area, it election day, and everyone is 
driving around in caravan honking for their political party and 
again t the rival . Politic i the Puerto Rican national pastime. 
El ction day i like the occer champion hips in Mexico or the 
up rbowl in the U .. - people get fanatical. The pro-statehood 
upporter wave American flag as they cream about how they 
want to b th 5 p t tate. The "let's stay a commonwealth, we have 
th be t of both worlds" party wear everything red. There are a 
few green pro-independence- "get the fuck out of our country 
imperialistas yankis)) flag thrown here and there, mostly in Rio 
Pi dra ,th urban area where the main campus of the University 
i located. 
The color of the flag all blend into the green of the rain 
fore t tree that urrounds me. While the voter mark x' on ballots, 
br aking the points of their pencil, I am doodling on rocks with 
my toe ,while they hout at the opposition as they pas in decorated 
car , I am finding a bed on a boulder, meditating between rain 
cloud pillow and Ii tening to the waterfall silencing them 
hhhhhh ..... 
The river ha been calling me ince I got here. It' been 
three n1.onth now and I haven't returned its call . I let the an wering 
machine pick up mo t of the time, even when I'm not at the mall, 
at an Old an Juan bar or at the beach. But now I'm here. It said 
"come on" and finally I accepted. I hear the water calling me 
from forty feet below the cliff. I stand there for a few minute my 
right leg shaking. My left leg dangles. It heard the water ay"jump" 
and it like go go go all over the right hemi phere of my brain and 
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all over the left ide of my body. But my left brain i there mothering 
me. I'm not £( arful, I'mju t cautiou . I want to live. I'm not really 
uicidal, am I? 
Th re are high chool and college boy climbing all over 
th rock like spider -e caping the noi e in the city, enjoying the 
day off from da e. The e boys do thi jump 20 time then climb 
up anoth r half hour to jump the O-foot cliff further up tream. 
They're all calling me. Come on, jump. If you don't jump then 
you'll regret it. i Vamos, nena, tirate -dale! go go go. But their voice 
ar whi per blending with the wind,ju t pa ing. All I hear i the 
water, deep gr en and puckered. I want to ki the river, but my 
right leg give and I end up stepping on it face. I don't think it 
care ,it wallow me whole regardle . The puckered lip were a 
trick to get me down, but once I'm in the air the water open it 
mouth wide. It' hungry. I fall freely for about two econd, which 
i long enough for my hair to fly traight up and my hort to flap, 
but not long enough for my heart to burst. It's about to, but then 
I am wrapped in water. And water i ITIOre violent than any other 
element. It flood my in ide and cu hion them. Maybe my hart 
does burst. I'm not ure, perhap I don't notice, I'm too busy 
wimming, waving hands in the air, screaming "that wa fuckin ' 
cool," I don't ee the trail of blood, the bit of mu d e and vein 
floating behind me. 
I sit on a rock, trembling, but trying to teady my breathing 
o no one notices my kin, till moving in wave all over my bone . 
The face of the cliff tick up from the water. It bend upward, 
car all over it cheekbone, and then extend out a bit at the top 
creating a diving board. I finger orne unknown mineral that lines 
the rock and make them r embl a ru ty gray building. I make 
thi ob ervation to one of the boy . He twist his blonde dread 
and trie to blink away the weed moke in hi eye. "That over 
there," he ays," tu sabes- the city-trie to imitate Thi over here. 
But nothing here i fake. It all true." 
The water speak truth. The rock don't lie. Everything 
that urround me, the waterfall, the rain forest on both ide I 
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r al. N t v rything in th city, th ugh, i nece arily ali. Even 
th n r t , I'ln ur ha a tory. I wa rock onc . A damned 
p tr 1 unl-fill d ravin in atafio. I wa a riv r once. he truth 
th r i ju t harder t find, it do n't cr aln out at you, or maybe 
it d mayb you ju t an't h ar it ver th car horn and 
n tru ti n. 
Ba k in Rio Pi dra , I'm walking to the 7-Eleven to get 
an rang -mango My tic. Thing tart to re emble the rain fore t. 
Th lanlpp t want t b tree. The idewalk i trying to be a 
r cky trail. h gutt r, in an att mpt to r elnble a river, pit ewer 
wat r und r th fluor c nt glow of the hurch' Chicken ign. 
M a b it not that th y want to poke fun at nature, it could be that 
th id walk ar no talgic for their day a ravine. It like my 
fan ·ly in th tat playing hri tIna ong in the below freezing 
t Inp ratur my dad with the guitar, my mom with her tambourine, 
my un 1 with hi bongo, my aunt inging off-key and loud. They 
ar not trying to m ck th real thing- hri tma in Puerto Rico-
th y ar imply no talgic, trying to reproduce it. And failing. 
Th drunk onlinican tand out ide El Ocho de Blanco 
bar acro the tr t. Indifferent to the political cene, they focu 
nth r ar- nd of the worn n pa ing by. The one-legged beggar 
in th orn r a k m for a dollar, £( r drug fooddrug liquordrug , 
which ar all th aln to him-una cura. He cur e at the red flag 
and ch ring car horn of the winning party. Under the ewage 
b hind th ru t tain d building the waterfall i ilencing them 
hhhhh. Th ir voice float into the air with the voice of the boy 
at the riv r ... go go go ... The water i calling me again, dark pool 
hiding under a phalt. It' inging a river ong, a Chri tma song, 
off k y and loud. It' inging truth. There i truth behind thi 
brick wall of li . 
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book unbinding 
Padeha Tuntha- Obas 
like ye terday, fog i dawning. 
light weave in the valley, 
captured timidly by two hand 
rounded together like a bottomle ba keto 
young unlight, hy and small, 
blink in anxiety, 
acquainting a new day, 
welcoming new breath free in th field. 
that daylight, I collect life. 
they too collect their 
a the box we carry - mine inexperienced, 
theirs untheorized - emerge. 
on an old notebook, my hand, 
the familiarization 
of a moving pen in lecture hall , 
holds still their , 
the wrinkled expertise 
of life ' imp Ii ci ty. 
they a k why I embrace book and univer ity 
and what philo ophy is . 
I say I want to touch 
a true, fea ible life, recorded 
yet ever que tioned 
philo ophy of mankind. 
a smile ca tits hadow. 
gently, they rounded my hand together 
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lik a bottoml ba ket, 
framed, truetured but opened, 
and put them forwards 
the dawning valley. 
morning fog tart mixing lights. 
ne again, a que tion ... 
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if I don't have philo ophy 
already in my hand . 
Padeha Tuntha- Obas 
the sad wind slaughters butterflies 
Bridget Baines 
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Scrawlings on the Stall 
Johll Ramsey 
razy children mugly deceived. 
night r d ha progre d 
p d ally and frank. 
All th w rld orrow i nly ty. Giv n the 
H r ul an t k t voke-I lnu t wallow until clean. 
Wh rimy flowing wine? 
A dr ught-among t a lifey fea t, neare t Beauty 
it hould pool 
grow rich and fluent. 
B uty: wrapp d b n vol ntly around the truggle of Life. he 
g tur o ... th nak d y brow ... the taunt back, toned and 
ngul r a h r ach . Ey kindl d, full of expre ion; envisioning. 
Th r ality around her keep h r metaphy ical dream bound tight 
b n ath h r blo oming brow. In profile her jaw breaks from 
blu hing ch k, triving perfectly. Of all the uffering none i like 
h r mil . Not th mil h ruefully offer the pa erby, nor that 
whi h weet jok unearth. No. Th mile he deliver upon the 
ight of h r lov i mo t pa ionate and divine. Were he cloaked 
or rob d in chiton only Athena upon a battl plain, could compare 
in brillianc . 
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Each day I creat 
within me new problem 
of E penence. 
I am tirred by the tlrnng 
Calmed by the calrning 
John Ramsey 
Mt emotion churn pre ent caught 
Polu ' child mate pa ing thought 
Hu h hu h d vi ion 
Night 
tal ntly xplre to 
brilliant vi ion 
For anew are con ummation 
liche and lded word are overwrought 
common u age and redundant ru e 
give habitual t nd ncy 
What lank hue and 
dull patron have entertained 
our rubied babie , royal, 
who, now ugly, ick grow! 
Upon the b d h wa an arti t, 
on ClOU act derived from the once organic. 
ink now ubtle coy 
caution void 
the nullifier and herder 
gone home 
the old haunt do ed 
leep link upon 
a carpeted floor 
crooning melodie linger 
Let u write fanta ie 
my tery show 
in ane French dance 
whirlwind of liberty 
give u fear for night 
a rich dew tear 
give u calm melody 
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In er r pture 
glV u aul 
and call t compo ur 
L t u r v I h re, let u r v I ther 
L t u revel v rywh r 
t u rav t cr at 
t u di ipate 
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Our ver ion of Love: 
mooth rhap ody 
ilky 
warm 
How to express her mile? 
-coy 
John R amsey 
Heart of the Matter 
Chris tine pera 
Food good enough 
for a Greek godde s 
After one bite, you will see, 
I am irre i tible. 
Blooming like a woman letting down her lovely locks 
open, elfle , 
delicate delicacy. 
Enveloped in petals, 
umptuou urprise. 
Dad never knew what Mom and I ate when he wasn't at 
home. Artichokes. We know how he hates them ... e pecially 
steamed. So when he wouldn't come home at night after work, 
Mom would team a pot of two or maybe even five artichoke , 
and that curious acrid vegetable matter smell would permeate the 
house. She would open the windows, even in winter, so to avoid 
seeing his disgusted face. "It stinks in here." How odd it was, my 
mother thought, that a nine year old loved artichokes and asparagus 
and broccoli rabe and zucchini and all of the mo t pungent, mo t 
tasty vegetables that are staples in the Mediterranean diet. Maybe 
it was becau e I coated thenl in melted butter and salt, maybe it 
was because they were delicious, or maybe it was because they 
were a mother's love. 
Dad only wanted the heart, if he wanted any part of the 
artichoke at all ... always an impatient and greedy eater. "There's 
too many rule when you're eating those things," he'd ay. But 
that's part of the intimacy. That's how you become an expert. 
The globe artichoke is tough and neatly packaged, but 
after it is steamed, the leaf-like scales soften and the vegetable opens 
up, radiating like a blossoming lotus. Mom would place the pot of 
artichokes in the middle of the table and we would sit across from 
each other, each with our own plates and square chunks of soft, 
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r om t m.p ratur butter, neatly fann d around a ide of the plate. 
N x t, w w uld prinkl alt and pepper over the butter and place 
a piping hot rtichok on our plates. The leave near the outside 
are the tough t, with only a little meat, but a you get doser and 
do r t the center, or heart, of the vegetable, the leave get ofter 
and w eter. Each petal of thi flower- like vegetable is snagged 
fr m th tern that look exactly like a broccoli spear's tern, then 
m. ar d ver the lab of butter. The leaf i placed in the mouth 
with th m aty id facing upward so that the leaf can be scraped 
by your top te th, pulling the deliciou matter away, falling on the 
t ngu ,and then placing the leftover, empty leaf anywhere on the 
plat . Th proce i me y and en ual, leaving a lippery, oothing 
c at of butter on your lip that are tingling with salt. 
You can alway tell which leave are mine because I have a 
pac in my front teeth and I leave behind a thin line of vegetable 
that e cape through the gap. 
The fle hy heart of the artichoke i protected by spiny, 
thi tle-like debri that mu t be avoided. The muddy green hue of 
th vegetable grow more yellow-green and intense and even purple 
towards the center. I remember how I u ed to get excited as I 
approached the heart. I would it up on my knees at the kitchen 
table, and in pect the interesting and dangerou pikes. "Mom, can 
I eat thi part?" 
a ide. 
"No," he'd ay, methodically craping and tossing a scale 
"How about thi part?" 
"N " o. 
, Why?" 
"Becau e you'll choke on it." 
"Well then, how did you learn how to eat the inside ?" 
"I choked on them." 
Sometimes, I would start to bring a dangerous finger-full 
of meat to my mouthju t to make my momjump and tell me not 
to eat it. 
"N I" 0, no, no, no, no. 
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"0 " op. 
"Are you going to eat your heart?" he a ked me, the very 
fir t time that I ate an artichoke at the ripe age of nine. 
"What's the heart?" 
he miled. 
"You'll ee. Tell nle when you tart getting do er to the 
·ddl " Inl e. 
he beat me to it. ( he always does.) And when I aw the 
beautiful lavender tones and soft, paper thin leave urrounding 
the heart and the squishy mass that reminded me of something 
sexual, I didn't know where to begin. My mother cooped her 
first hunk of heart up and put it in my mouth - the first bite is 
always mine. 
Eating the heart is the mo t quiet part about eating an 
artichoke. Gazing down at the mess you have left on your plate, 
the artichoke looks like the remnants of a squashed sunflower. You 
let the soft heart roll about on your tongue and hardly have to 
chew before swallowing. The heart - the prize from all of your 
peeling and slurping to get to the center of the plump globe 
vegetable. The heart of an artichoke is not like biting into the pit 
of a peach or core of an apple. It makes you want to open another 
and then another, and once you start with one, you have to finish. 
Artichokes are delicious. 
They grow wild and high, up to three feet. 
They are the only vegetables with hearts. 
Dad never knows what Mom and I eat when he isn't home. 
Artichokes. We let our hands and mouths get slimy with butter 
and vegetable oils. We listen to each other's mirthful lip- smacking 
and ecstatic swallows. We turn off the television. We don't answer 
the phone. We smile in silence. 
Artichoke are precious presents to go gluttonous over. 
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tar twinkl and ing on hi yela h , 
ha th y of Mich lang 10; wid of 
aweed, rubie and d ert in cat- haped 
window. 
kin th color of Roman lave , 
darker that 1 opatra' hair. 
Lip soft, waxy, the wing of Icaru 
M elt in my warmth. 
Voice is hallow, the drum u ed in the 
10 t cav telling of heroe . 
Cowboy of language : 
Me ncanta mi bonita. 
White Antarctica teeth contrast hi night face, 
I tudy the night; it ' astronomy, 
it' con tellations I created. 
Long rough vine dangl frOlTI hi head, 
dread locks feel like rope in my finger, 
I am hi Jane. 
Tie it back with organic hemp grown 
from mother goo e garden. 
Face of a tatue in ancient Greece, 
cheekbone, chin,jaw chi eled in tone. 
II. 
Planets orbit hi gladiator shoulder , 
made of rock from the coli eum. 
Ha the hand of King Kong; combination of trength, 
compa ion and knowledge in hi net 
that catch n1e. 
tomach bun1py, wave on a urf 
made of concrete, 
haded oval navel, a nake hole on the great earth. 
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w mound of olid dough above H ercule hamstring, 
mooth lik kin of wat r. 
Thigh of iv ry tu k helter 
quad of iron. 
alv carv d by Gipetto from 
wood of Noah' arc. 
R unn r leg baptized with gazelle 
EI gance. 
African feet nlade from oil 
wat r d by rich jungle tear . 
Walk with a wagger, 
A p ndulum keeping time in 
Dracula' ca tle. 
m 11 like fruit from an old orchard. 
III. 
H e tands near my window. 
heer curtain blow ki ses in the wind. 
Pari never looked a triking as he does 
in thi moment. 
H i hadow pill on my wail, the moon 
creating my phantom. 
Arms w rap around me 
like fire w raps around the sun. 
Hi smell penetrates the room; 
Pears, peaches, apples and lilies. 
I become intoxicated. 
D e demon a and Othello knew this drink well. 
Four candles laugh, flickering 
in my laboratory of creation, 
painting our bodies brilliantly 
with a renais ance hand. 
Songs of the night sing to us; 
conversations of Orion and Gemini, 
father time humming, mother nature weeping and 
his human breath rhythmic in my ear. 
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Parole 
Matthew James Terenna 
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Cuban Couch 
Raquel B. Pidal 
We gav myoId couch to a family of Cubans who came to 
America, a family who could no longer go on living under Castro's 
iron fi t and till call their lives their own. It was tan (my mother 
called it beige) with brown, orange, and green stripes embroidered 
on it, and it pulled out into a bed, complete with a matching arm 
chair. It wa ugly. It was the only couch I'd ever known, however, 
and despite it retro-seventies look, it was comfortable and it was a 
permanent part of my life. Or so it seemed. 
We had been planning on getting rid of it anyway, just 
needing a reason over the years to finally do it, and my mother's 
friend had called a few days earlier explaining the situation. New 
family,ju t moved in from Cuba. No furniture. No money for 
furniture. Our couch? Sure. They could come and pick it up. My 
mother wa e pecially sympathetic to their plight, having been a 
Cuban refugee her elf back when the crisis was still in its early 
day. he figured it would take them a week or two to come over 
and get it. That afternoon I sat innocently on the tan/beige 
armchair, busy with some menial high school reading assignment 
when the doorbell rang. Three skinny men and a woman, all with 
dark hair and faded-looking clothes, stared at me. I tared back. 
"We're here for the couch," they said, with the sad smile of 
refugees who realize that a new beginning brings with it new 
problems. 
"Mom ... can you come here?" I called upstairs. 
I think my mother was as surprised as I wa . They moved 
with alarming efficiency. Introductions, a borrowed truck in the 
driveway, could I plea e hold the door open for them, one-two-
three-lift, thanks so much, we really appreciate it. The transaction 
took les than ten minutes. My mother and I tood staring at the 
indentations on the carpet (also tan/beige) insane and be committed 
to an institution for fir t-generationAmericans who od' ed on their 
mothers' abu e of ethnic cooking. 
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Thank giving i not a big deal in my family. uban don't 
hav any particular affinity for turkey and w cel brat it 'ju t 
becau e." The turkey i rved and eaten an fanfare. Th tuffing 
come from a can; th roll are froz n, th alad bagged. The 
cranberry au e it in it can- haped g latinou glory on a cry tal 
di h, untouched. Nobody care enough to watch the game. 
Everyone fc el b tter at the end of the vening becau e it ignal 
hri tma - and v n better, hri tma Eve - i approaching in 
I than a month. And hri tma Eve mean only on thing: a real 
uban m al. 
When I wa young, w celebrated Thank giving with my 
moth r' family, a loveable y t motley clan of freak. On that fateful 
Thur day every N ov mber,my family and my aunt' family would 
dutifully pack into our car and make the two-hour ojourn to my 
uncle' hou e in an up cale N w Jers y uburb. elebrating any 
holiday cam with a mixture of the required excited exp ctancy 
and the pit- of- the- tomach dr ad brought on by the Inere thought 
of relative . The camera-happy aunt who wa fond of taking action 
shot during dinner, or of my aunt's a s a he leaned into the oven. 
A morbid older girl cou in who e joyful duty it wa to torment 
th younger cou in ,and lock them in the ba ement every chance 
he got. An uncle who drank hin"l elf into a ruddy-faced laughing 
pa m and told dirty joke at the table. Thi wa the family who 
pretended to give a damn about an American holiday. 
One year, however, the year it nowed, an overweight cou in 
once removed named Willie (who after hi divorce had married a 
Jehovah's witness and wa the silent candal of the family) came to 
vi it and tirred thing up when he decided to roast a whole pig in 
the backyard. He con tructed an oven out of brick and for hour 
tended to Petunia (a my morbid older girl cousin had affectionately 
named it), shoveling snow on top of it occasionally to make it 
izzle sickeningly. Thi year, everyone wa anxiou to get to the 
table, because Cubans are pork people. There i nothing a Cuban 
love more than good, tender roa t pork, and my family was no 
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xc ption. All afternoon, my relative clamored around the back 
d r impati ntly, lik a horde of ravenou cannibal waiting for 
th rituali tic acrifice to end and the fea t to begin. The pan 
holding the pig wa too huge to fit on any counter or table, 0 
after the cer monial carving, it wa placed in the foyer blocking 
th front door. We were all enjoying the meal, forks clinking, 
tender mor el of moi t, golden-brown meat being hoveled into 
m.outh , haring excitement over the fact that we weren't eating turkey 
on Thanksgiving (my aunt even had homemade stuffing to celebrate 
the event), when uddenly there was a piercing cream from the 
foy r. 
My three year old cou in had ju t met Petunia, face to 
roa ted fac . 
$$$ 
People of pani h de cent have a penchant for attracting 
other peopl of pani h de cent. Like ant that can niff out sugar 
from a mile away, pani h- peaker uncon ciously seem to find 
other of hared e thni city. I found at lea t one Hi panic friend at 
every period during my life. High chool was especially lucrative 
- I had two friend with Cuban mother and we gleefully cracked 
many a joke at our ethnicity' expen e. Thi quickly became one 
of our favorite pa time , and a feeling of togetherness that the 
monoculturals ju t couldn't under tand quickly bonded u biculturals. 
My Hi panic friend never Ininded the pervasive mell of garlic in 
my home, knew what I wa talking about when I mentioned .frUoles 
or picadillo, and obse sively mocked our mother' use of English a 
a econd language. A favorite among t our repertoire was the way 
our mothers prefaced all' "word with a short" e" sound. 'E-
carf." "E- poon." "E- now." , E- tir-fried e- teak on the e- tove." 
Words in Spani h just don't tart with "s" and our mother had 
trouble catching onto thi when learning their new tongue. Their 
weakne was our greatest cau e for laughter. 
Another one of our routine that never grew old was our 
mothers' adeptne s at changing English words to Spanish simply 
by picing up the pronunciation. On your berdei (birthday) you 
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got a quei (cake) and afterward you cleaned up with a bacuncliner 
(vacuum cleaner). If you were lucky, you and your friend went 
out for ajamburgue (hamburger) at Macdonal (Mc onald). Many 
a gut wa bu ted imitating the e maternal exchange. Trying to 
explain the joke to anyone who didn't know pam h wa ju t too 
tediou , 0 my uban friends and I kept the e lTIOr el of humor to 
our elve ,pitying the poor fool who would ju t never get it. 
f cour e, we were till firmly convinced that we were 
one-hundred percent Americanas. Barring our dark hair and eye , 
a golden kin tone, and distinctively wide hip that only became 
fa hionable in the wake of Jennifer Lopez, we were a tar- pangled 
as they come. We turned up our no e at pani h dancing Ie on, 
ummer in Miami, and big parties on our fifteenth birthday; instead, 
we went to under-age club until 2 a.m., spent weekends down 
the Jersey shore, and went for our driver's permit the day we turned 
ixteen. Our mother , charms clinking on the bracelet they got 
when they turned fifteen, helple ly bought us subscription to 
evenfeen and watched u teeter in chunky oled hoe . They turned 
their head when we went to all-day concert, and brought home 
blond boy who took German in high chool, and didn't under tand 
why we liked to get drunk on cheap beer in frat house. 
We were even more American, in all our fir t-generation 
glory, than people whose great-grandparents had been the 
immigrant in the family. We were red, white, and blue jean, girl 
who talked back in English, hopped at the Gap, and flipped the 
bird. 
Girl who couldn't live without Mom' homemade platanos 
fritos. 
$$$ 
I sit on the couch, untanned and even, picking at one of 
the embroidered orange stripe with a pencil point. I alTI wearing 
my favorite T-shirt: a pink and white ordeal with the leeves and 
botton1 hemmed into long fringe ,a tyle that was somehow 
popular in the eighties. Emblazoned across the che t in baby blue 
are the word "CUBAN GIRL, BE T IN THE WORLD." My 
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aunt i delight d that thi hirt i one of my favorite wardrobe 
,hand-m - down r not. I ju t like the fringe. 
In my v n-year- old ignorance, I remain oblivious to the 
f: ct that my mother dete t my current garb and merely wi h to 
g t on with our day, coll cting my lollipop at the bank drive-
through and getting a new My Little Pony at K-Mart. The fringes 
look gari h again t my uban kin that tans but never burn . The 
hirt i tacky and my mother knows it. 
h let m wear it anyway. 
$$$ 
Iud wonder why a couch this ugly wa allowed to exist, 
whyanyon would even want a couch thi ugly. I imagined my 
mother thirty year ago, when her hair was long and her hips were 
narrow, picking it out at the tore, deciding for orne reason that 
thi furnitur mon trosity wa appealing. he probably liked the 
matching armchair and the pull-out bed, and most likely it was 
cheap. My en ible mother, picking out omething that was practical 
and affordable instead of omething that was stylish and expensive. 
orne time it drove me crazy that my mother had this habit 
ofju t going for omething that wa functional instead of something 
that was attractive. It didn't help when we went shopping for my 
back to school clothe or when I opened my Christmas presents . 
For the longe t time I didn't understand why my mother didn't 
eem to regard having nice thing as a necessity. It drove me crazy 
to live in a house where things didn't get replaced until they refused 
to work anymore. It embarra ed me to have televisions without 
remote controls and a kitchen furnished in puke-green circa 1979. 
M o t of all, though , I was embarrassed by a couch that was older 
than I and uglier than death. It was the first thing people laid eyes 
on when entering Iny house and the last thing they saw before 
leaving. It killed me to have an eyesore as my home's most distinctive 
characteristic. 
I was almost positive my mother never had an ugly couch 
when she was in Cuba. But by the end, she didn't have much of 
anything at all. 
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$ 
Being a fir t-gen ration American mean telling peopl I 
didn 't learn Engli h until I wa in pre chool and old enough to 
gra p what was going on in Mr. R oger' neighborhood. It mean 
I wa mbarra ed a a kid when my mother poke Engli h in front 
of my friend becau e he had an accent and I didn't, and I ju t 
wi hed he would hut up and go away. I pent every ummer in 
Miami with ancient relative rather than at a beach hou e dow n 
the Jer ey hore like all the other kid . I am the fir t in my family 
who doe n 't have to work her way through night chool, the fir t 
who ha more than one of anything, the first who i a born citizen. 
It mean people think my family came over on a banana boat, or a 
rubber inner tube. People a sume I moke uban cigar, or have 
ever even een a uban cigar in my life. Being Cuban-American 
mean liking rice and black bean a much as I like hamburger 
and pizza - maybe even more. 
A a fir t-generation American, I wa embarra ed about 
being bilingual until I grew pa t the teenage year when anything 
making me different wa bad. A fir t-generation Cuban American 
know that she i really trilingual: pani h, Engli h, and Cuban-
American pangli h. Fir t-generation Hi panic-American mean 
I get in ulted when people assume I'm just from "Mexico or 
omething" when they find out I know pani h, a if Mexico i 
the only place a Hi panic could be from. It mean I have CDs like 
Gloria E tefan and Julio Igle ias - and not the Macarena - along 
with my Bea tie Boy and Blink 182, Led Zeppelin and Beatle . I 
liked Ricky Martin long before Car on Daly got a hold of him on 
TRL, back when hi album were all exy panish crooning and 
were actually good. It mean that people a k m.e to correct their 
Spanish homework a signments all the time, and tranger are alway 
a king what I think of the refugee cri is, and whether or not I ever 
want to visit Cuba (what with the way it' deteriorated and all, 
they say 0 knowingly), and they as ume that I hate Castro - which 
I do, of cour e. 
But that isn't what being Cuban American really means. 
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Bing fir t-g n ration uban American really means 
watching my mother run out of the kitchen to the TV in the 
living r om wh n he hear omething on the new about Cuba, 
watching her lowly ink onto the couch next to me (now a shiny, 
ivory olor with pa tel atin tripe, and no pull-out bed). With 
h r ey glu d to the screen, I watch her wring the necks of 
di htowel into weaty knots. I can tell from her eye that things 
ar n't th way they u ed to be, that he remember things getting 
bad, when th y had to wait in line for hour for what they could 
get - moldy rice, a fi tful of flour, hitty toothpaste, no milk unless 
the family had babie . I know he remember 10 ing their summer 
beach hou e, wa hing h r hair with a bucket of rain water and a 
bar of oap, fl eing to America with only a few years of teenage 
Engli h and the clothe on her back. ((Bl Nautico, Neptuno, Bl 
Malecon, Varadero.)) I hear her ay the name of the place she knew, 
place h ha n teen in decade ,place that are dead now, because 
Olneone killed them. Now the people walk around them like 
gho t - kinny, dark-haired gho ts with desperate eyes. They are 
place he tell me about, and they are place I will never know. 
My mother, who held my hair back when I got sick and 
puked my gu t up into the toilet, who trimmed crusts off my 
andwiche every day, who brought flower to my dance recitals 
even though I was terrible and who didn't understand why I never 
fell for any pani h boy . My C uban mother, who I always thought 
of as having it all together and never being vulnerable, sits there, 
clutching the edge of the couch watching the TV like it's all she 
ha left. It is all he has left . M y mother is crying. 
Being first-generation Cuban-American means I watch 
my mother cry for what they have done to her country, and there 
i nothing I can do but watch, watch her tears and watch the TV, 
because I will never really know what it mean to be Cuban. 
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Dedication 
Raquel B. Pidal 
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Jazzy Avantguardia 
yreeta Dixon 
B nt back , napping finger ,blowing lip ,city kin, country 
at ,black oul, hungry tole, ilence, transcendence, weariness, 
xp rienc ,bleeding mil , n ver ending miles, let's tay awhile, 
we t heroin, next time they win, no rebirth,ju t money and girth, 
no work, Inor h re ,more chains, more gangs, no school, they'll 
lynch you, ing blue ,di hit ain't new, notes flowing from brown 
finger touching yellow leg and black bellies, melodies dripping 
down like Inango juice, cau ing sweet puddles in my belly, I looked 
out into the light coming from the tage, I began to feel the rhythm 
in betw n Iny leg , brown wood, horse trings, strong arms, agile 
finger, flicking, picking, lip singing, hip winging, play with me, 
dance with me, love with me, 10 iento, every eighth, swaying, C 
harp, A minor, loud, oft, fast, hard. I uncross, cross my legs and 
applaud. 
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Dinner Date 
Kelly Campbell 
I slid into the booth and ettled, arm cro ed ov r my 
che t, into th orange vinyl, cracked and duct-taped bench. The 
moke-eteer above my head hUlluned oftly, but I had not brought 
n1y cigarett for fear of offending him. I left my coat on 0 he 
wouldn't tell me I looked fat again. The curity camera train d 
its lone, unblinking eye on the newly computerized ca h register. 
It didn 't urpri e me; I knew that thi re tau rant had been robbed 
veral time . The arne three men that alway at at the counter, 
pickled by the smell of grea e, intermittently moked and hoveled 
runny eggs into their mouth. M y dad knew them all by name, 
aid hi, but didn 't introduce me. H e knew the waitre se , too, and 
calculated the likelihood of dating one in inver e proportion to 
the number of children she had. ur waitre s, Kelly, wa a chubby 
girl I had gone to high school with, and her hort orange uniform 
skirt matched the vinyl of the uphol tery. he wore tan upport 
hose and white athletic socks with old- chool R eebok running 
hoe. he did the same job I had, only in a n1uch Ie glamorou 
and lucrative way (although I guess there ' no uch thing a a 
glamorou waitre ingjob). I won't wait tables at are taurant unle 
it entrees co t at least fifteen dollar apiece, and a full bar i an 
ab olute nece ity. A nooty, pricey wine list i al 0 a plu . It's not 
that 1'n1 a snob, it' ju t that waiting tables at an inexpen ive 
re taurant just won't pay tuition (not to mention car payment, 
in urance, credit card bills, and money for Mon1 when she can't 
pay her bill ). 
It' kind of funny, but it was hi idea for me to tart 
waitres ing in the first place. Before I even started college, he 
brought me up to Harpoon Louie' in hi new, cherry-red Mazda 
and made me pester them for a job until they agreed to train me. 
He knew that it wa the best money I could make Oegally) without 
a degree. Although I wouldn't call him an authority on Inaking 
n10ney legally. I remember being ten year old, making up dollar 
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nl unt for hi daily earning to put in the record book before 
th untant cam to do hi taxe. Line after lin ,column after 
lumn, I nxiou ly penciled in number on the du ty, parchment-
col r d pap r. I wa xcited to be able to help, to top playing 
Atari with my dad' toner friend J.J. (ince I always beat him 
anyway). oing the book wa important. M aybe if I did a good 
job, I thought, h 'd be proud of me. Monda~ thirty-six dollars. Tuesda~ 
forty-four. fficially; h ' only made ten thou and dollar a year for 
th I t lev n year . And then there' the drug he's sold on the sly, 
k ping hi own cut of the nlerchandi e for him elf. 
When I wa maller, ix or even maybe, Daddy drove a 
copper-colored odge Dart, faded down to the matte glow of the 
prim r ben ath the paint. The doors of it eemed to me to be 
about ix feet long, and had to have weighed about a thou and 
pound each. I tru ted their bulk, at on my knees sideways in the 
front eat with my back braced again t the door. One time, the 
door wa n't hut tightly, and I rolled right out into the Kentucky 
Fried hicken parking lot a we turned a hard left. My padded 
gray coat and wooly tocking protected me from all but a few 
cratche . Thi occa ion a ide, it was rare that my dad would take 
me anywhere in the car. But when he did, man oh man, was I 
excited. The glittering variety of ca ual gadget pread out before 
me had all the allure of The Price is Right' howca e. I never knew 
what I'd find. An Allen wrench. Hi old sci sor , clippers, perm 
rod of all ize and color from the alon he owned. A warm, flat 
can of Tab. But I would always and I mean without fail find a 
beautifully decorated roach clip. My favorite one was gleaming 
ilver with a row of alligator' teeth, and had treaming ky blue 
feather tethered to it with long, brown suede strip . I was be otted 
with it. Though I wasn't ure what it wa for, I had correctly 
gue ed that it had omething to do with the multiple black garbage 
backs in the top of my parent's clo et. 
My father and I had been to that re taurant a thou and 
tinle , becau e it's local and cheap (the latter being hi primary 
concern). Eating wa just our excuse to waste an hour together, 
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telling tale and" catching up," a he call it. I didn't get to ee him 
a often a I had in grad chool and high chool, when I called 
him diligently each week to arrang Thur day and unday dinner . 
Ever inc my parents eparated hortly before my eleventh birthday, 
it had been my re pon ibility to call him if I wanted to ee him. 
We'd had veral tand-ofE, when I hadn't called him and he'd 
refu d to call me, ometime for month on end. I didn't break; I 
n1ade him com to me. The fir t time he showed up, enraged, on 
lTIy door tep with a fat tack of paper clenched in hi fi t. Ivorc 
pap r . I played dumb, and things got back to normal pretty quickly. 
Th la t tin1 , he howed up unannounced again, thi time at n1y 
dorm room when I wa in the middle of a nap. I gues hi 
con ci nc had gotten to him, but he till managed to tell me I 
looked fat in my pajama before our conver ation fini hed. 
That day at the re taurant, like mo t day, we talked about 
money. He had the ball to tell me how broke he wa , how he 
didn't have two nickel to rub together, then in the arne breath 
tell m what fun h 'd had at the ca ino and how I hould go with 
hiiTI orne time. Be id , he wa really helping me, he aid, teaching 
m to be trong and financially independent. I would thank him 
om day, he aid. Any fool could see he wa acting out of pure 
altrui m. I looked quarely in my father' gla y, vein-ridden blu 
eye , which remained carefully hidden behind thick gla ses and hi 
plain blu ba ball cap. He alway aid he wouldn't wear anything 
with a logo on it becau e he didn't want to "give orne company 
fr e adverti ing." It had taken year for him to actually wear tho e 
gla e, for vanity to concede to nece ity. His face, beneath the 
reddi h beard tinged with white, i a dead ringer for my own. It 
wa entirely expre ionle , tunned dead- till like a troke victim' , 
while hi hands were fi ts clenched around a ITIud-filled coffee 
cup. 
"I would ooner choke than a k you or Mom for money," 
I said. What I meant i that I'd ooner choke than ask him for 
anything, but I tried to spare hi feelings, to eeiTI independent 
rather than piteful. I gave n1y moth r money whenever I could. 
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'What d you man?" h a ked. "You've taken money 
fr m nl b fc re.' 
xcu me," I narled. "Not ince the day I turned 
ight n." 
"What about your ophomore year, when I paid your 
tuition for you?' 
H glared at m like I wa an ungrateful bitch. I tared 
back in di b li f at my pot- moking, drug-dealing, womanizing, 
If- rving xcu for a father. 
Th year he refc rred to, or more appropriately, that erne ter, 
t k place in the year I had nearly died. I'd been given antibiotic 
In pt mber to clear up a imple inu infection, but hadn't heeded 
the warning on th label to fini h the whole pre cription. By the 
middle of October, I had developed an infection of antibiotic-
r i tant bacteria in my dige tive tract that wa 0 evere that I 
vomit d nothing but blood for four day . I couldn't eat or drink. 
I laid in bed all day in my ho pital gown. My LV moved from the 
crook of my elbow, to my forearm, to my hand. I had to have a 
nur e cover it with a pIa tic bag and tape it shut to take a hower 
(for which I al 0 needed her help). It left black and purple brui e 
along the length of my left arm. I could ee my crim on blood 
creeping up the wrong way through it clear plastic machination . 
My time in the ho pital wa a emi-con ciou nightmare. I 
begged for edatives to lull me out of my pain. In and out of 
con ciou ne , I remembered that omeone had aid something 
about all the cute babie in the Maternity Ward' nur ery window. 
When I tarted feeling better, eating beef broth and peach Jello 
the nur e tarted nagging me to get up and walk around· I couldn't 
go home until I walked around. I woke up at even one morning 
tied my gown tring in a double knot, lid into orne pajama pants 
and tho e little ock they give you with the rubber nubbie on 
the bottom, and decided to go for it. My LV pole and I rattled out 
of my room and started toward the public hallway of the nur ery. 
Half way there,Attila the Maternity Nazi topped me. 
"Excu e me,' he whined, "but where do you think you're 
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going?" h wa fat and mean with a platinum blond bob and 
floral print crub. he star d at me fixedly, mercile ly. For the 
fir t tim I considered how I mu t have looked. 
" I want d to go ee the babie through the window ... " I 
muttered. I felt like a dog that had been caught w tting on the 
carpet. 
"You can't go in there," he aid. "You're sick." It wa a 
public hallway, any tranger off the treet could've wand red in, 
but I wa n't allowed. 
All the blood that had leaked into my I.V flooded back up 
my arm and into my cheek, and my eyes filled with tear a I 
lowered my head and tarted back for my room. I didn't know I 
wa a leper. 
He came to the ho pital one night while I wa allloopy on 
morphine, red-eyed from crying thi time, hi guilt and regret vi ible 
on hi face. I could tell he wa up et by the way he avoided my 
gaze (at lea t when I had the trength to hold my eye open). Or 
maybe he wa ju t toned and didn't want me to know it. 
'Tnl 0 sorry for the way I've been," he aid. " I've had my 
prioritie all wrong. I don't want you to have to worry about 
thing any lTIOre. I'm gonna take care of your tuition for you, and 
anything el e you need." I may have been drugged, but I could've 
worn that I'd heard that before ... 
Needle to ay, hi heartfelt remorse didn't la t long. A I 
got well, he forgot the promise he'd made. I haven't. 
I wallowed my anger, played nice, laughed it off, and feigned 
enjoyment of my chicken finger. They scraped their way down, 
dry de pite the honey lTIU tard. My throat threatened to do e, like 
trying to ing a note that's a little too high,ju t before your voice 
crack. I knew it was the on et of tear , but I decided to choke 
them back, too, ilently. He mu t have poken after that, but I can't 
remember a word of what he said. It kind of faded like white 
noi e into the background of the moment I wa till tuck in. I 
imagine he thought he'd won, that he'd howed me. I only know 
that I hadn't felt b aten,ju t beaten down. I gue I still do. 








In ide of the e palm , 
livered only by hi wing, 
aptive in blue folds 
And crea es a I hold him, 
till he will not flyaway. 
Melanie criptunas 103 
Door, Aix-En-Provence, France 
Jo eph Laskas 
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A Child's Valentine 
Thomas Lipschultz 
without word 
you fold me in half 
and cut into me 
a twi ted parabola, 
an uneven curve 
ilTIperfectly crafted, 
a loving violation of 
SlTIali sci or inci ion 
intruding into me, 
my cathing creams 
imperceptible 
to human hearing 
a half of my being 
i removed 
and unfolded, 
nly broken heart lifted 
to give to another, 
word of love 
meared haphazardly 
with crayon, 
and the re t of me -
a ick square outline 
around an empty heart, 
the lovele s remnants 
of a torn and tattered body -
put out 
like a dying fire, 
di carded 
like an old flame, 
scrapped, 
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criflc d, 
h ar db r th ak 
fan unappr ciative child. 
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Untitled 
A lyson Jones 
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Privacy 
han non Kissel 
108 Shannon Kissel 
Damn Kids 
Jason Fischer 
The steady pounding over my head wa in time with my 
heartbeat. Foot tep con tantly ran back and forth, back and forth 
without end, overlapping the roar of cannon and harp sound of 
rifle fire. I hut my eyes and pre ed my hand again t my ear, but 
it didn't help. The world con i ted entirely of the back of my 
eyelids and the thumping of those damned feet. Even a fu illade 
of triple ca e hot that decimated an oncoming regiment could 
not ilence th running. When I opened n1y eyes again, the Battle 
of Antietam, eptember 17, 1 62, was a blur before Ine. There wa 
a temporary lull in the battle a the hattered regin1ent tried to 
regroup before me and attack the artillery po irion again. I lammed 
the textbook shut and pu hed to the other side of the de k. The 
moan of the gut hot and dying men faded out. What the hell wa 
going on up there? Tho e kid could drown out the bloodie t day 
in An1erican history. I left my room and walked to the botton1 of 
the ba ement tair . 
"Mom, can't you keep them quiet? You know I'm trying 
to tudy." No an wer from above. I ighed and slowly went up tairs. 
"M h ?" om, w ere are you. 
"Over here," he said. 
"What is going on up here? You know I have that history 
te t tomorrow. I can hear them running around, and they're 0 
noisy I can't think." I stood at the edge of the carpet and refu ed 
to go farther in to the room. I couldn't ee the floor because of 
pilled Legos, toy car , and broken action figure from a hundred 
different TV hows. They were Ino tly myoId toys that Mom kept 
for orne rea on and had recycled for her new job, like a soldier 
who pillaged the bodie of the dead for ammunition. 
"I let then1 play up here becau e you aid they were too 
loud down tair ," he aid. Mom was sitting in a recliner in the far 
corner of the living room and reading Ashley a Berenstein Bear 
book. It looked like Beren tein Bears and the New Neighbors. 
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( H y, giv In th tru k! I wa playing with the truck 
i P tri k. H w five, and h had nly be n coming h re 
w nlonth. v n th ugh hi tim h r at th hou e wa 
I n id r d him n ral Rob rt . Le among the 
a r fty fc and omeon who d manded 0 much 
th r ki w uld giv a reb I yell and follow him traight 
int uth fh 11. 
(N you weren't. ive it back!' Marcu creamed. Marcu 
wa fiv t nd hi i t r A hl y wa about a year and a half. 
Mar u w n ral ( tonewa11 'Thoma Jack on, the dependable 
Virginian wh wa Patrick' right hand man. Th re wa nothing 
that th tw could not do if they t their mind to it. A hley I 
on id red a non-combatant. he wa too young to do any eriou 
dam g in th h u . 
Min ,min 'Patrick aid. They tarted to wre tle over 
th orang pIa tic pickup, rolling on the floor and cra hing into 
th cou h. 
It' too muddy out ide, and Ben ju t got over the flu. I 
don t want him to g tick again by getting cold and dirty. Ben 
wa th fir t on that Mom had to look after. He wa ahno t ix, 
and I h ld him to b Jeb tuart the ily and unpredictable cavalry 
command r. He could trike anywh re at anytime. The whole 
campaign had tar ted when the cleaning rvic had tarted cutting 
M m' hour at work. he would clean office and bank at night 
wh n th y were clo ed but la t year bu ine had lowed down, 
and h wa only working part time. Mom wa free during the 
day, 0 h talked to orne friend and began to baby it little kid 
while th ir parent wer at work. Ben wa only the beginning, 
and h wa oon follow d by A hley Patrick and Marcu the re t 
of the r b I army. Mom. had to be Pre ident Lincoln and tried to 
hold th hou e togeth r by force of will. 
(( 0 what happ n when I fail becau e I didn't get to tudy 
enough? I hav to go to Road HOll e tonight at ix I wanna fini h 
before I have to work.' I wa a di hwa her at the re taurant down 
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th treet. 
"Yi u thr , top it before I tak th truck away! Mom 
put A hley down and tried to eparat them. Ben had joined in 
th fight for th pick up truck and punch d Patrick in the che t. 
i en ion in th rank wa common. 
"M m, I n ed to do good on thi t t. I can't tudy at all 
with thi n i e." 
" cott, top worrying, y u'll do fin . You've don fine all 
thi y ar." 
" Forg t it," I aid. 
'While you're up her, I need to a k you a favor." 
" k." I wa a littl nervou. Thi might be more like 
order from the ommander- in- hief than a imple favor. 
an you baby it the kid whil I run orne errand? I 
need to get to the bank today, and you know how early they close." 
"No way! They ar n 't gonna li ten to me! I don't wanna 
baby it anybody. 
cott, I n ed to go out. It i a lot of work to get 
the kids in and out of the car. You can ju t watch them here." 
"I don't want to." 
" cott!" he aid. 
" kay Mom." I knew that tone of voice. My houlder 
lumped in dej ction. I wa a igned to an aln10 t in1po ible ta k , 
and I knew I had no choice. 
"Thank cotto Thi make my lifc n1uch ea ier. I'll put 
A hley in for a nap 0 you won't have to deal with her." 
"What about tudying?" 
"You can bring your book up the dining room and the 
kid can tay in th living room." 
"Alright, let me my tuff." Like a dutiful oldier I went 
down tair and grabbed my book and note . I knew I wa in for a 
hell of a fight. A oon a I got back upstairs Mon1 wa at the 
door, k y in hand. 
"A hley i in my room and hould go to leep soon. If the 
kid are hungry you can make them omething to eat before I get 
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ba k." h turned an walked out the door. 
I igh d and walk d t th dining room, watching her out 
th front wind w. " idn't you ever hear of the Emancipation 
1 m ti n!" I y 11 d at h r departing car. 
Wh n I turn d back, th three ly general had topped 
pI ying and looked at me from th living room, acro the kitchen 
t wh r ltd b hind the dining room table. I held my ground 
and mil d. h y I wly turned back to the Matchbox cars and 
go . Normally I did not have to deal with the enemy 0 much, 
but t day wa an in rvic day at chool. That meant a day off for 
v ry n I, but I wa tuck at home with the rebel army. Plu 
th t t that wa I ming in the future. I at down and opened my 
not ba k t th b ginning of the Battle of Antietam. The Army 
f the Potomac wer camped to the north and we t of the Army 
f North rn Virgina near harp burg, M aryland. The only thing 
that prated th two were a few cornfields and Antietam creek. 
It wa daybr ak, and th armie were ready to fight. That's when 
Marcu crept up on me. 
'I'Ill hungry,' he aid, tanding right next to my chair. 
"What!' I wa tartled and nearly fell off the chair. 
I m hungry' he aid again, a G.I Joe clutched in his hand. 
"What do you guy want to eat? 
, Pop icle !' 
" yj ah, we want pop icle !" Ben and Patrick had heard 
from th living room. 
"How about ome macaroni and cheese?" I asked. Itlooked 
lik the battle had begun, I wa going to leave the high ground, my 
place of a£ ty and tudy. I had to meet them in the kitchen, the 
middle, th cornfield. I put ome water on to boil and found 
ome Kraft macaroni in the kitchen cabinet. ounds kept coming 
from the living room, but no creaming, so I ignored them. PIa tic 
plate and glas e went in a row of three on the kitchen counter 
where the kids u ually ate. Mom had aid omething before about 
them being a little me y, and the kitchen was ea ier to clean than 
the dining room. I pulled three tall chairs up to the counter and 
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di h d out the macaroni along with a ide of potato chip . It 
looked lik lunch wa ready, and there wer no ca ualtie 0 far. 
" kay guys, time to eat." I walked out into the living 
room to find only Patrick and Marcu there. 
"Yay, popsicle !" they y lled, and ran pa t me. 
"Wait, wait, where' Ben?" Great, I had 10 t already. How 
could I have fail d the ommander-in- hi f and 10 t a kid? I 
opened the door and looked out id . No Ben in the driveway, no 
Ben meared all over the road. I ran around the out ide of the 
hou e. No Ben in the backyard, no Ben on the roof. I came back 
to the kitchen, weating and wondering what I hould ay to the 
cops. Either Patrick or Marcu had already managed to spill mo t 
of the nlacaroni onto the floor. 
"What about nly lunch?" a ked Ben from the dining room. 
He was sitting at the table and looking through my schoolbook. 
orne of the pages were ripped. 
"Where were you, what are you doing?" I nearly creamed. 
"I want a popsicle too." 
"Nevermind. Just come out here and eatlunch." He mu t 
have snack past nle while I was making the macaroni. The rips in 
the book weren't too bad, I could probably fix them with orne 
tape. I went back to the kitchen, and potato chips crunched 
underneath my feet. 
"I want m.ore juice," said Patrick. 
"Then why did you dump your fruit punch all over the 
counter?" I grabbed paper towel and soaked up the preading red 
stain. Didn't Mom ay they were only a little messy? I gave him 
some more juice and retreated back to the dining room. Back to 
Antietam. About the middle of the day, the Union had taken the 
offensive and eros ed the creek, taking the battle to the Confederates 
at a placed called the Sunken Road. It was time for me to take 
action. A Disney movie in the ba ement would keep the kid 
entranced and trap their forces where they could do little harm. I 
could watch over them easily and keep up with my reading. 
"Hey guy, how about a movie?" I topped dead in the 
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nuddl f th kitchen. It wa th cornfield after the fighting in 
th m rning. h kitch n count r wa covered with the 
mpo d r main oflunch. Macaroni and chee e, potato chip , 
nd fruit jui . h p t wa till on the tove, and dried macaroni 
pill d v r th edge and had dried down the ide. What a 
blo dbath. h y had I ft mo t of their food on the plate , and 
wh t w n't on th plat wa on the floor. 
'Pin cchio! Let' watch Pinocchio!" 
No! Aladdin, Aladdin!" 
"How about we ju t go down tair . We can watch 
Pinocchio cau that wa aid fir t," I aid. No time to clean up 
th kitchen now, I w uld ju t have to wait until Mom came back, 
h p fully with r rv to help in the fight. Where wa Mom 
anyway? I wond red how long it would take her to get to the 
bank. h n my followed me, and they were trapped a oon a I 
hit th play button. I ettled back on a recliner and the kids sat on 
th fl or. I had th high ground and all the advantage ,and could 
continu to tudy for the te t. nly one thing was left to ruin my 
trat gic advantag . A hley had woken up, and hear crying could 
b hard above th adventure ofPinocchio. Damn! I went up tairs 
and tried to quiet her. 
"PI a ,plea e go back to leep," I whi pered. he wa a 
noncombatant and hould have tayed out of the fight. I put the 
pacifier back into her mouth, and he soon fell asleep. One more 
di a ter averted. How ver, the fir t thing I aw coming down the 
tep wa Patrick and Marcu climbing the bookcase. It wayed at 
the top and rocked on it ba e. 
, What are you doing!' I pulled them off and sat them 
down on the floor. A couple of paperbook fell from the shelves 
lik wounded oldier . 
"It wa Patrick' idea," aid Marcu . 
'No it wa n t!" 
'Ye it wa !" 
"Knock it off guy ." A thought hit me like an artillery 
barrage. ' Where's Ben?" 
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"Up tair " th y an ered in choru . Ben had outflanked 
m again. I ran halfway up th tep, then turne around and 
grabb d b th their hand. I wa n't going to 10 e them all. Patrick 
and M arcu t od in the kitchen a I looked around the hou and 
call d B n' nam . 
' B n' out ide," aid Patrick, pointing behind me. I looked 
ut the window and aw him in th backyard. I wa on the run, 
10 ing the battle. B n came to the porch, covered in mud a oon 
a I opened th door. 
"Hi," h aid. A terrible cream int rrupted any an wer I 
had. I turn d again , and Patrick tood ver M arcu . Blood wa 
pouring out of Marcu 'for h ad. I jumped into th kitchen and 
ran over to Patrick. 
"What happened? What happened to him?" 
'H fcll! " 
"H pu h d me!" Marcu cr amed again. Wh n I looked 
at Patrick, h wa miling. It look d lik Marcu had hit hi head 
on th dge of a chair. 
"Marcu! Are you okay?" He didn 't an wer, only kept 
crying. He look d kind of pale, and th re wa a lot of blood 
coming from hi h ad. I held a kitchen towel to hi head, the 
d sperate battlefield urg on with only a few rough tool to help 
him. Th oth r two tarted dancing around me and a king dumb 
que tion . That wa the scene when Mom walked in. 
"Good lord!" he ru hed ov r to and took the towel away 
from Patrick' head. 
"I don't know what went wrong. I think Patrick pu hed 
him and he hit his head." The bleeding had lowed, and Marcu 
wa looking b tter. Patrick and B n wandered back into the living 
room to play. 
"Weren t you watching them.? 1 tru t d you, and looked 
what happ ned. I have to explain thi to hi lTIother!' 
"What were you doing at the bank 0 long. Do you think 
1 like baby itting the enemy?" 
" cott, don't ay that!" 
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((Well, that' what th yare. They come in and destroy the 
hOll e. I could barely hold them off." 
((What happened in here?" he looked around the mess 
of th kitch n. 
((War i hell, Mom." 
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Contributors 
Bridget Baines ... regrets having enjoyed pouring alt on 
slugs as a child. (But says if you have never done so and think 
you can tolerate the guilt, then to try it ometime) 
Ani Broderick . .. i an English major, creative writing minor. 
he plans to write a really long and hard book like James Joyce 
did, and then assign Dr. Volkmer the ta k of re earching and 
annotating it so that normal people can read it. 
Kelly Campbell . . . lives in Hobson with the ghost. 
Jeffrey Church . .. sings karaoke CCR songs, plays the wap-
pole, and wrestles crocodiles. His future plan include living in 
a van down by the river. 
Rosabelle Diaz ..... . 
Syreeta Dixon . .. lives in Brooklyn. She likes celery. 
Jason Fischer . .. i still better than you. 
Daniel Gallagher ... no habla espanol mais il nihongo ga 
hanashimasu. Please beat me to within an inch of my life. 
Alyson Jones . . . can't even taste the alcohol after two Gin and 
Tonics. 
Shannon Kissel ... took back the night. 
Lori Kruk . . . wouldn't want to be living in the world of 
ecstasy with you . 
Joseph Laskas ... live in a log cabin built by the sweat of his 
own brow. 
Thomas Lipschultz ... "A clear head is just a m etaphor for a 
cautious tongue." Never forget, I'll be watching each and every 
one of you, from very close, while you sleep. 
Kirsten Mascioli . .. believes in faeries . 
Sarah Napolitan . . . strives to attain the fame of singer/ 
songwriter Donovan. Her last name means "globular sock" in 
Italian. 
Mike Keeper ... XTC is the best rock/pop band since the 
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Contributors (continued) 
B atl . Li t n, 1 arn, and float in th ether. 
Raquel B. Pidal ... and h rver-pre ent penguin hat wi h to 
tr that th 'B" i vitally important - and that' all they're 
g ing t t 11 y u. 
John Ramsey . .. b lieve in a long, prolonged derangement 
f th n t achiev the unknown for the door of perception 
hav n t y t b n cl an ed; and when they are everything will 
app ar to man a i: infinit ; until then man only ees through 
th narrow chink of hi cavern. 
Genevieve Romeo . .. i the proud Gen-Gen of a crungy 
gray p nguin with a lightly inged chnozz. She i very tired of 
r writing her uke paper. Big up to her boy John Keats. 
~ rd. 
Benjamin Schuler . .. let the dog out. They got run over by 
a truck. 
Christine Spera . . . return to the Table of Contents this 
me ter. 
Monica Stahl . ... relaxe quietly watching Lifetime while 
eating Ta ty Pa tie . 
Corey Taylor ... like to think that he' mart but he' really a 
low-down, rotten man. He' outta here like Vladimir, and plans 
on taking all of you with him. 
Matthew James Terenna .. . is the fifth Beatle. He plays the 
cowb 11 in the la t ten econd of "H ey Jude." 
Padeha Tuntha-Obas .. . write unrea onably at 2AM (and, 
unrea onably, likes it too) while earching for her H eideggerian 
"Being' at 3:30. 
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